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Choir Member Shot At Progressive Baptist
Willman Dies Shorty
After Killer Escapes

Fire Department Told
To Reinstate Fireman

A member of the No. 2 Choir up and falling as he fired the
of Progressive Baptist Church last two shots.
The decision of the local Civ- comply, told him, "You are
at 394 Vance Ave., was shot
il Service Commission ordering fired!"
Asked to describe the slaytwice at close range last Sun- er, Mrs. Randolph said, "He
the Memphis Fire Department
After listening to the charges
day morning as she was about was a tall, dark man, neatly
to reinstate a Negro fireman in 1964, the Civil Rights Comto file into the building for the dressed, and had his overcoat
dismissed from the department mission, composed of Ed Hurmorning service and died about across one arm and the pistol
after a near racial incident was ley, the chairman; Sam Britt
a half hour later in the emer- in his right hand. Just before
upheld by Chancery Court and Atty. A. A. Letting, ordered
gency room at John Gaston he left her lying there, he pausJudge Charles A. Rond this the Fire Department to reinHospital.
ed to say, 'I told you so,' and
week.
state Mr. Carter, but an appeal
The victim was Mr. Elaine then walked off in the direction
The fireman, William Carter, was made to Chancery Court.
Pittman, about 40, of 370-D of Pontotoc."
of 1872 Netherwood, was fired
At that hearing, Art Shea,
Lauderdale, and mother of
SON SEES SLAYING
in September, 1964, after he ob- assistant city attorney, reprenine children.
Another member, Edward R.
jected to the use of the word, sented the Fire Department,
One of her children, James Johnson, of 2803 Boston, said
"nigger," by an officer from a and Mr. Carter was representRobinson, 12, who witnessed the that he was standing near the
white company which answered ed by Atty. H T. Lockard.
shooting, identified the slayer front of the church and thought
a talse alarm on Walker near
In the hearing on Monday,
as Thomas F. Childs, about 60. that some child had set off a
College.
Atty. Lockard was joined by
of 319 S. Lauderdale, Apt. 12.
iirecracker when the first shot
The officer later claimed that Atty. Tim Schaeffer, who was
According to a daughter, Miss was fired.
representing the Civil Service
Rosa L. Robinson, Childs had
After it was learned that a
Commission.
given her mother $20, and on member had been shot, he said
Judge Rond ordered that the
last Sunday morning, he called the congregation got up and
Fire Department reinstate Mr.
and threatened to kill Mrs. 'poured' outside.
Carter and that he be given
Pittman if she did not send him
One boy said that after James
hack pay for the time that he
Pobinson saw Childs shoot his
was away, with some adjust1 115.5OENT
S
MONEY ORDER
mother, he ran back inside the
ments for salaries he received
"When he called this morn- church crying, "My mother
from other jobs while he was
ing and said she did not have Las been shot!" and the church
%In suspension.
it," the daughter explained af- was immediately emptied.
'AWAY FROM POST'
ter the shooting on Sunday, "It must have happened about
During the original hearing
"my mother told him that she 111:10," he said, "because they
before the Civil Service Comdid not have all the money, and were having a devotional meetmission, the Fire Department
officials contended that the Negro fireman was out of order
o.hen he left his post on the
WILLIAM CARTER
pumper and went over to the
he was only repeating the ver- fire call box.
SCENE OF SHOOTING — Members of Progressive Baptist
march into the church with other singers. Slugs hit Mrs:
The white fireman, who came
batim words of a white priest
morning service following anseen
leaving
are
the
church
Pittman,
mother of nine, in the chest and right side of neck,
at the now defunct St. Augus- over to the box and argued with
nouncement that Mrs. Elaine Pittman, a member of the No.
and she died in the Emergency room at John Gaston hospi.dr.
Carter,
was
not
subjected
tine Catholic Church parish,
2 choir, had died in John Gaston hospital shortly after
tal %%Rhin the hour. Her death was the first homicide in
who told the firemen that he . to any discipline whatsoever by
being shot by Thomas F. Childs, as she was preparing to
Memphis in l44, (Wilkes: Photo)
his
superiors,
it
was
reported.
had looked out and had seen
The priest involved in the ;
"two little nigger boys running
down the alley" before the conversation with the firemen I
said the Fire Department was
ti ucks arrived.
attempting to make a scapeWhen Mr. Carter objected to goat of him, but he admitted
to,
the officer's using the word, a some firemen attending the
white fireman, identified as Civil Service hearing
that he
Persons who fail to appear, log of cases where we have not
Before the case is presented testified on the following Fri"Red" Roberts. came over to raw nothing morally wrong
before the Shelby County Grand been able to present the caes, to the Grand Jury, the two de- day.
where the two were talking, about using the word.
Jury, after receiving sub- because the witnesses fail to dde they want the charges
Such offenders will not be
asked Mr. Carter. "What are
Following the ruling on Mondropped. Then the witnesses, sermitted to make bcnd.
you doing questioning the lieu- day, Attys. Lockard and Schaef- poenas to do so, are going to come in and testify
tenant?" and
would
have fer said they would ask that fund themselves sitting in jail "So, we'll start arresting them ths ::.`sisslant and the prosecu
attacked the Negro firefighter Mr. Carter be reinstated imme- fcr about a week until they for contempt of court," he ex-1 10r decide they do not wish- to
purge themselves of contempt plained, "and they will havei appear before the Grand Jury.
had not one of the other white diately.
MRS. ELAINE PITTMAN
T. F. CIULDS
of court charges, George Beck- to spend the time in jail until "There is no law that makes
firemen prevented him from
"He was one of the first Nemandatory," he
er, chief of Criminal Investiga- the next Grand Jury meets — prosecution
doing so.
he told her to send him whatl ing preceding the sermon, and
gro firemen employed in Memsaid, "but we can make the witMr. Carter said that he was phis. Negroes are assigned to tion Division for the county, the follpwing Friday.''
she had.
they were singing the second
Mr. Becker said that this can nesses come before the Grand
told the next morning that he only one station — at the corner told the Tri-State Defender this
"Mother
sent
him
a six-dollar hymn when Mrs. Pittman was
mean a big loss in wages for Jury.
had been suspended. He said of Crump and Mississippi Blvd. week.
money order," Miss Robinson shot."
ha‘s
a
person
supporting
these
a
people
of
"Some
family,
that Fire Chief Eddie Hamilton — and during the 10 years they
"We have had isolated inciJames Robinson said that as
said, "but he paid some boy to
—
later called him to his office have been with the department, dents of this kind all along," when the individual could have erred through ignorance," he
he
and his mother and brothers
bring it back and put it inside
and gave him a chance to re- none has received a promotion he said, "but it has gotten to come in for a couple of hours said, "but others are just show.'
were heading to church, that
the
door.
He
said
that
he
wantand
then
gone
on about his busi- I ng their contempt for the
sign, and when he refused to in rank.
they saw Mr. Chiltia standing
the point that we have a back- ness.
ed it in cash."
law."
on Vance near Southern FunerMemphis
the
The
Branch
of
AN EXAMPLE
n tho u ure, h. id
Mrs. Linnie Randolph of 367-C al Home
requested
inNAACP
a
has
full
As an example, Mr. Becker ing the meeting of the Grand
Vance, a member of the choir.
The boy said that he was
raid that a fracas takes place Jury, contempt of court cite- vestigation of the local Selec- said that "I was just coming oft
between two friends, and one lions will be issued for persons tive Service Commission to de- the steps when I heard the first standing at the front of the
is arrested. When officers ar- who ignored subpoenas on the termine "If" and "Why" Ne- shot .Then I saw her hacking
See WOMAN, page 2
live on the scene and make an Friday that it meets. Once they groes are not permitted to serve
arrest, they take statements land in jail, they will not be on local draft boards.
from witnesses
allowed to leave until they have, "The Memphis Branch feels
that in order for Negro citizens
to receive equal and fair treatment in problems involving the
draft, adequate representation
of Negroes on draft boards is
necessary, Roscoe McWilliams,
chairman of the special Draft
Of paramount importance to
The 1966 officers of the MemBoard Committee, said.
rersons belonging to Memphis shis Pan-Hellenic Council will
He added that, "We feel that Greek letter organizations is also be installed during the
s, HUMBOLDT — James Low- games in or out-of-doors with this is extremely pertinent at the fourth annual "Greek of the program.
ell?, 15-year-old son of George supervision. With all the money !this time when there is a tre- Year" installation dinner to be
They include, R. L. Wynn,
Lowery of Humboldt and Mrs. that is being spent on other mendous increase in the num- held on Friday night, Jan. 21, at Kappa Alpha Psi, chairman;
Alma'Taylor Lindsey of Mien- things, and what could be got- ber of males being called into the Chisca Plaza, and spon- Mrs. Cherie P. Roland, Sigma
apolis, Ind., was fatally shot on ten to build adequate centers, the armed services.
sored by the Memphis Pan- Gamma Rho, vice chairman:
New Year's Day, and he was someone should feel keenly this
Mr. McWilliams said the Hellenic Council.
Miss Yvonne Hawkins, Zeta Phi
pronounced dead on arrival at boy's death. It should not be branch has written to SecNominees for the award, Beta, recording secretary: Mrs.
just hushed up and looked upon ietary of Defense Robert S based
St. Mary's Hospital.
on outstanding commu- Janet L. Henson, Delta Sigma
Later found guilty of involun- as something that had to hap- McNamara and General Lewis nity service, have been submit- Theta, co.-responding secretary.
B. Hershey, director of Selec- ted by graduate chapters of Edison Morrison, Alpha Phi
tary manslaughter and given al pen."
Young Lowery refused to do tive Service, to investigate the the sororities and fraternities of Alpha, treasurer; Cecil D.
two-year suspended sentence
was James Rogers, 14, a stu- something that he had been or- local board to determine the the city. The responsibility of Goodlow, Phi Beta Sigma, pardered to do as a prank by extent to which Negroes are in- the selection has been accepted liamentarian; Isom Jackson,
dent at Stigall High School.
The youth was reported at Rogers, a student at Stigil cluded or not included here.
by a secret non-Greek commit- Omega Psi Phi, sergeant-atarms, and Mrs. Myrtis Ewell,
first to have shot himself while High. and was shot in the right
tee.
playing Russian Roulette, a aide with a .22 caliber pistol.
Last year's "Greek of the Alpha Kappa Alpha, chaplain.
game where one bullet is placed
Year" award went to State Repin a revolver and spun and
resentative A W. Willis, a memthen pointed by the player at
ber of the Kappa Alpha Psi
himself and the trigger pulled,
Fraternity.
'nit police later learned the
The speaker for this year's
At a call meeting of the In- award dinner will be Criminal
truth of the matter and arrested
terdenominational Ministers Al- Court Judge
young Rogers.
Benjamin
L.
liance of Memphis and Shelby Hooks, pastor of Middle Baptist
The victim was a student at
County, the grsup elected Rev. Church and a member of the
Humboldt High School, a memD. S. Cunningham as its rep- Omega Psi Phi fraternity.
ber of its band, and a memresentative to the War on Povber of St. James Baptist
According to Mrs. Janet L.
erty Committee
Church, where he took part in
Henson, general chairman of
At the same time, the mem- the affair, the largest number
a recent Christmas program
bers directed Rev John C. of Greeks ever to attend the
One prominent Humboldt citiMickle, the president, to write affair have made reservations
zen said, "This happened when
DIVOR( IS GRANTED — Leaving Circuit
a letter to Jesse Turner, presi- to attend.
Universal Life Insurance company a n d seven or eight boys had gathCourt with Atty. A. A. Letting, center, and
dent of the Memphis Branch
ered without adult supervision.
founder of the late Dr. J. F. Walker, foundOthers on the banquet comof the NAACP, and Atty David mittee are Miss Yvonne Hawka friend, Mrs. R. Q. Venson, at rigid, is
er of the company, she asked that a name Such an incident can be exCaywood, president of the ins, Reservations; Mrs. B. A.
pected where boys without jobs
Mrs. Johnetta Kelso, left, following a final
be restored i4 "Kelso," and the request was
Memphis Chapter of the Ten- E. Callaway, Program; Miss
are allowed to swarm around
decree last week granting her a divorce
granted by Circuit Court Judge Robert me
nessee
Council on Human Rela- Velma Lois Jones, Award; Ediin
groups
with
grave
intentions.
from Emmitt Hozay of Los Angeles, opera•
Rae. Mrs. Kelso and Mr. Hmay were martions, expressing "great appre- son Morrison, Refreshments,
"Citizens should realize that
tor of a recording studio. The widow of the
ried three years ago. (Withers Photo)
ciation for the heroic part you and Mrs. Charle P. Roland,
young people here need some
late Dr. Julian Kelso, medical director of
places where they can play
JAMES LOWERY
See MINISTERS, page 2
Publicity.
JUDGE B. L. BONN

Ignoring Grand Jury To Result In Jailing

NAACP Asks For
Investigation
of
Draft Board

Judge Hooks Will Speak
At Pan-Hellenic Dinner

Humboldt High Student
Is Slam By Prankster

Ministers Name
Representative
For Poverty War
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CHRISTMAS DINNER PARTY — The 'Ministers' Wives
Fellowship Group bad its annual Christmas Dinner-Party
at the home,pf Rev. and Mrs. A. J. Campbell, 2598 Carnes
avenue during the week holiday. Seated from left to right
are. Mrs. J. W. Wyms, Mrs. Mose Brunson, Mrs. William

Barr, Mrs. Roy Davis, Mrs. Dave Bonds, and the hostess,
Mrs. A. .1. Campbell. StanLing from left to right are Rev.
J. W. Wyms, Rev. A. E. Campbell, Jr., Rev. Dave Bonds,
Mrs. W. T. Grafton, Mrs. J. W. Hill, Rev. C. M. Lee, and
Rev. A. J. Campbell, host. (MeChriston photo)

CHRISTMAS PARTY — The Ladies Auxiliary of Memphis
Goodfellows held its annual Christmas party at the Flamingo Room on Jan. 7. One of the highlights of the evening was the exchangeing of gifts by secret pals. Members
seated left to right are: Mrs. C. Jenkins, Mrs. Sam Eli'
Brown, Mrs. Elizabeth Thomas, Mrs. Pauline Smith, Ira.
Mary Smith, and Mrs. Mary Freedman. Standing. left to

To Name Housing Department Boss

right, are: Mrs. Matilda Washington, Mrs. Clods Edwards,
Mrs. A. Louise Lawrence, Mrs. Mary Anderson, Mr.
Franklin Myles, Mrs. Freddie Isome, Mrs. Elizabeth Rash.,
: 'Ars. Annie (lemons. Not shown are Mrs. Octavia
Moore, Mrs. Mary Anderson, and Mrs. Mayme Dixon.
(Photo by Ernest Withers)

•I•
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — waiting for a task force report play during the coming de- some of the persons now runI
bill
the
signed
cades.
When
he
in
question.
ning
the
programs
President Johnson is about to on how the new department
creating HUD, Mr. Johnson
name a boss for the new De- should be organized.
warned that in the next 35 Republicans have accused
partment of Housing and Ur- In the meantime, he asked
years, "We must literally build the task force of "bungling in
ban Development.
Robert C. Weaver, administra- a second-America — putting in secrecy" and
Announcement of a secretary tor of the Housing and Home place as many houses, schools,
for HUD, as the fledgling de- Finance Agency (1-I1{FA), apartments, parks and offices through Copgress without a
partment is called, could come which HUD supplanted, to car- as we have built through all clear idea of what the new deas early as Monday, the day ry on as acting head of the new the time since the Pilgrims ar- partment would do.
agency.
Congress reconvenes.
rived on these shores."
MIAMI — "I still love him." filed a countersuit seeking liefs of the plantiff (Clay) . . ."
HUD, which was created to Weaver, the highest ranking In addition to the physical Meanwhile, the staff of the
With these worcis, Sonji Clay'separate maintenance instead the suit said.
FiHome
tackle the hopes and fears of Negro in the government, is challenge, the President spoke old Housing and
let
it be known that her divorce of a divorce.
Agency
has
Sonji's lawyer asked the fightnance
been
doing
of
the
men
Mr.
Johnson
the American city, came into ione
on a challenge to the spirit its hest to get HUD going, des- from heavyweight champion Her attorneys presented testi- denim suit that night, Clay told'
being Nov. 9. But Mr. Johnson has been considering for the that is eyed greater and more
pite the uncertainties that Cassius Clay Friday was not of mony the world champion Spaet. it was a news conferdelayed naming a chief, be- new cabinet post.
demanding '
stem
from having no secre- her choosing.
,made $260,000 from each of his ence and there were ma
cause he was still searching The Chief Executive was said The task force, headed by
"I am not happy about it. title fights in 1965 with Sonny around.
for "the most qualified man or to be unwilling to rush into Prof. Robert C. Wood of the tary.
I'm not happy about anything. Liston and Floyd Patterson, "You could see all of her, the Pvt. Delbert B. Gibson, son of
woman."
setting up HUD because of the Massachusetts
Its like waiting for the
of
Institute
Sonji and $263,000 for the year 1964, seams of her underwear . . ." Mrs. Dorothy Gibson of ChiIn addition, Mr. Johnson was crucial role he expects it to Technology, has recommended other shoe to drop," said one I'd rather be ,married,"
said, in an interview after the when he lifted Liston's crown Clay said. "Tight pants around cago, and formerly of Marion,
that HUD take over the func- carry-over official. He called it trial.
Clay, called "the Lip" in his all those men was wrong," Ark., has been released from
tions of seNeral other agencies "sort of an anticlimax" having
an army hospital in Japan and
hometown
of Louisville, testi- Clay added.
now serving cities. One is the a new department but no boss. Mrs. Clay testified at a daySonji lawyer asked the fight- has been shipped back to Viet
fied
that
Sonji
at
first
observlong
court
hearing
that
she
,Community Action Program —
ed the austere Muslim cus- er if he approved of the dress Nam. He would appreciate corthe heart of the War on Pover- But he said morale has been still loved Clay despite the detoms,
but then started wearing she wore in court Friday Clay respondence. His address is RA
good
—
in
part
perhaps
bemands
he
made
on
her
as
the
Sargent
ty — now handled by
slacks
cause
the
staff
has
been
so
and shorter dresses and said he didn't. Why not? asked 16813177, Co. A, 1st Bn, 8th Cav
of
a
wife
Muslim.
Shriver's Office of Economic
the attorney.
(ABN), 1st Cav. Division Airup
new
proeye
makeup.
busy
cranking
Clay won a divorce from his
Opportunity.
"Because all her arms are mobile, APO San Francisco,
sesgrams
passed
in
the
last
Sonji
said
she
a
n
d
Clay
shapely wife on grounds she
But Mr. Johnosn is underCongress. These include thwarted his Black Muslim re- were first "married" after out and her knees are showing
stood to have rejected this par- sion of
and it's too tight,- Clay said.
ticular recommendation. The federal grants for local water ligion with makeup and form- each said "I thee wed, I thee The Black Muslims do not aland
sewage
systems,
open
fitting clothes, particularly a wed, I thee wed," in a car en low their members to wear
task force is also reported to
have urged that the housing space, park and playground pair of tight pants that showed route to Los Angeles in August, makeup, smoke, drink, use
Continued From Page 1
1964, a week before they were
functions of the Veterans Ad- development and mortgage in- "all of her."
narcotics or frequent places church when
surance for suburban land dehe saw Childs go
The 23-year-old boxer was or- formally married in a civil where there is smoking, drinkministration plus the govern- velopment.
dered to pay Mrs. Clay $15,008 ceremony. This conflicted with ing, or people using narcotics. past an dthen fire the shots
ment's antipollution programs
which killed his mother.
affecting cities be lodged in the Mr. Johnson's much publiciz- a year for the next 10 years in Clay's testimony that a common-law marriage was con- Sonji's lawyer asked Clay if
new department.
ed rent supplement program monthly payments.
161 South Main - 5271581
Miss Rosa Robinson said that
summated before that in a Mi- the Muslims prohibited boxing.
These
changes
would
Congress'
require
held
up
by
has
been
when
Childs called her mother
He
also
was
ordered
to
pay
152 Madison Ave • 525-7611
heavyweight champion
The
Congressional approval
and refusal to fund it, except for a $22,500 in attorney's fees and ami motel room.
and thrertened to kill her, she
far
as
he
knew
the
said
as
Sonji said it wasn't until May,
would be hotly opposed by little planning money.
had her listen to his threats so
court costs for her.
1965, just after his second vic- group did not, but if they did,' that she would have some witClay must put $25,000 in a tory over Liston, that
let
sure
they
would
he
was
Clay
nesses when she went to the
bank account withing 60 days to "told me his leader had told him know.
authorities
on Monday and had
guarantee start of the alimony him I was embarrassing the
a warrant issued for the man's
and must add $25,000 to it from religion and that he
had to
arrest.
proceeds of his next fight, ac- make a choice between me or
cording to the court ruling.
The victim was the mother
the religion."
"I'm just happy I won.
of nine children, five of them
Sonji
was
demure
and
softWho!" was all the champ had
resided with her at 370-D
spoken on the witness stand.
to say as he left the court.
Lauderdale.
Her husband
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Claude
NewThe 26-year-old Sonji told the In the ladies' room during a some and their daughter, Ste- George Pittman, Sr., lives at
recess
she
puffed
a
cigarette,
court the champ picked stylish
phanie, of Indianapolis, Ind., an address on Beale, the chilknee-length dresses for her but put it out before leaving.
where he is practicing dren said.
himself without objection be- The suit, filed by Clay's law-'dentistry, were home for the
Mrs. Pittman was carried to
fore demanding she wear long- yers here last June, came up holidays viriting relativesin
St
er ones, and passed bn to her for a final hearing Friday be-'Memphis and Covington. Also John Gaston Hospital in an R.
S. Lewis and Sons ambulance.
an ultimatum from Muslim fore Judge Harold Spaet.
home fot the holidays were his
leaders.
Clay and the leader of the brother and sister-in-law, Mr. Police said that she was
Sonji. %%caring a close-fitting local Black Muslim Mosque and Mrs. Ernest Newsome and struck once in the right side
frock of red, said Clay once took the stand first. Clay daughter, Jacqueline, of Baton of the neck and once in the
I put his arms around another talked for more than two lime, La., where he is an in- eliest, presumably by a .38 caliwoman in New York, then hours.
structor in the psychology de- ber pistol.
.slapped Sonji when she object- Clay and Sonji, arrived at the partment at Southern Univer- She was the first
person to be
ed.
courtroom separately.
sity.
murdered in Memphis for the
But she said she loved him "On the evening of May 26,
The Newsomes are former year 1966.
and had since the start of an 1965, in the lobby of the Schine Memphians, and are the sons
PHOTO OF SLAYER
intense courtship in Chicago Inn in Chicopee, Mass., the of Mrs. Catherine Newsome and
Witnesses told the Tri-State
during which "he washed my plaintiff (Clay) did discover grandsons of Mrs. Annie Hous-'
hair and face," and she stop- the defendant both attired and ton of 599 Huron Street of the Defender that after the shooting, Childs told the people ao
ped wearing lipstick for him. conducting herself in a manner city.
Ltep back, and then walked off.
The pretty ex-model had contrary to the tenets and beHe was described as a man of
about 60.
follow through on them! If you've promised yourself a better
A photograph of Childswhich
was obtained from the dead
car this year, come arvd drive one of these lowcost beauties.
Continued From Page 1
woman's apartment, showed
played in getting the guidelines that it was made only three
fcr the present War on Poverty days before Christmas.
Committee approved by the
Funeral arrangements for
city, county, and federal gov- Mrs. Pittman were incomplete
as the Tri-State Defender went
rrnments
"Many thanks for the leader- U. press. R. S. Lewis and Sons
ship you gave in getting the will have charge of the funeral,
job done," Rev Mickle ex- it was reported.
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MRS.NAT KING COLE
tells "Why I am returning to show business"
After 17 years of being Mrs. Nat King Cole, why is his
going back to work.. especially since she does not
need the money? Can the former singer, Marie Ellington,
recapture her public? Read her story in her own worda

say;

4•Dee.
Wearwisies. reered hooted Lite Mired Plami

BLUFF CITY BUICK
739 UNION

52S-5371

SALE SAYERS Pro Football's amazing rookie!
The Kamm Cyclone scored 6 touchdowns in one Fame,
In 18 years of football be has never been serioualv
injured. He's the hottest player in pro footbalrtoda,,

BLACK POWER Part three
In South Carolina in 1868, there was an integrated gov•
emrnent elected by black men, answerable to a predominantly black legislature How did it work out
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Christian
Career

Scholarship Of George W.
111,000 Offered r
To CR Worker Emus Postal

$30,000 Goal Set In
Sale Of Golden Tags

After almost 35 years of law, Rev. D T. Alcorn, and
CHICAGO — A $1,000 scholarThe annual Golden Tag Sale she will call upon. Special emship is awaiting some qualified service, George W. Christianl Mrs. 4-)zelie Johnson oanndtheMrres:
of Le Bonheur Club, Inc., began phasis is to be placed upon eelended his career as a letter ‘lattie B. Tyus, his cousins.
young person who has made
last Wednesday, Jan. 5, accord' ling -fleets" of stickers to firma
At the conclusion
"outstanding contribution" in carrier with the U. S. Postal
ing to Mrs. Edward 0. Bailey, •
Service'on Dec. 30, 1965.
the cause of civil rights.
1
using
vehicles.
Jr., president of the club.
The award is given annually' Mr. Christian, who lives at
The January pr-eject is the All money raised by the sale
the Unitel Packinghouse,1 /277 Quinn St., entered the P011by
largest single fund-raiser for goes
directly for patient care.
and Allied Workers. Ain,- tal Service in 1931, when E. V.
Food
the Le Bonheur Chiidien's hosThe Rev. Martin Luther'Stieely was the local postmasCIO.
the
of
euspices
under
Children
pital, which was founded by the
Jr. is a member of the ter.
King,
local philanthropic group in the Children's Bureau and GoodSome 31 years of that time
board of judges.
1952.
will Homes, living .in foster
were spent at the Binghanipton
either
may
in
be
'
Applicants
homes, receive free clinic and
Golden Tags are stickers em- in
high school preparing for col- Station, with 22 on one route,
-patient care as part of the
blazoned with "Memphis" in
lege
or already enrolled and a ''the Evergree Section," which
—.program. Children whose parincluded such streets as Stonered inside an outline• map of
for a degree.
candidate
eeents are unable to meet the
Tenness
wall, McNeil, Overton Park and
and "BH" for Le cost of hospitalization or cliniApplications for the RusAl
Parkway.
Bonheur appear in diagonal cor- cal treatment receive help from
Bull $1,000 Scholarship are bee North
ceremony ending Mr.
A
ners. The stickers are meant to the Le
ing accepted until March 1, 1966,
Bonheur Club fund.
be affixed to auto bumpers
union president Ralph Helstein Christian's service was held at
near the state license plate.
The scope of the work of the
said. Inquiries should be direct- the Binghampton Station on
Dec. 30, with his superiors,
Le Bonheur club .covers a perOn hand for the presentation of the award ed to the union at Room 1800,
AWARDED SCHOLARSHIP — Donald AlHeading the chaeity drive are iod of 43 years. Just 40 years
Thomas Tittle and Miles Goe608
South
St.,
Dearborn
Chicago,
len, chosen as Tennessee State university's
Mrs. Robert K. Jones of 147 ago there were 50 members in
certificate were from left, A. P. Strozdas,
and ether postal employsette,
S. Rose rd. and Mrs. Riehard
-if Nev. )(irk, Western Electric college re- Illinois 60605
outstanding engineering student, was awardees present.
club, and their special pro0. Wilson of 718 Gwynne rd. ject was one little girl. Today
lations lepresentative; Dave O'Rear, Wested a full year's tuition by the Western
-Mr. Christian was presented
The co-chairmen ha, 2 set a the club of nearly 400 members
ern Electric service manager of the Nasha certificate honoring him for
Electric Fund last week. A civil engineergoal of $35,000.
ville district, presenting award: Mr. Allen,
his many years of faithful servsupports a $36,000 annual chariing major from Cordova, nun., Mr. Allen
ice by Postmaster A. L. Moreand Robert Armstead, head of the Civil
GEORGE CHRISTIAN
For every donation or ten dol- ty program in a multi-million
has the highest academic standing is the
land, who praised him for his
Engineering department at TSU. (Joe Zinn
lars or more, club members dollar hospital, one of the few
school of Engineering with a cumulative
courteous and efficient serv-I tirement ceremonies, a coconut
give one of the Golden Tags. of its kind in the nation.
Photo)
scholastic average 01 3.41(4.1 is perfect).
cake, baked by one of the carice.
Last year the drive netted more
In addition to fund-raising
was served along with
riers,
COAT
PRESENTED
than $30,000.
for the hospital, Le Bonheur
ref:eshments.
other
workfellow
his
of
On behalf
members serve in the hospital
Mr. Christian plans to spend
CONTACT FIRMS
ers, James Simpson, a carrier,
as
volunteer
General
workers.
The sale of Golden Tags preBeanie jelikins,
Mein- presented Mr. Christian with an his -retirement traveling, and
ceeds the annual sale of thelH°spital Volunteer chairman
will assist his mother, Mrs
phian and a tenor, is reaching all-weather coat.
regular 50 cent tags in March Mrs. Rollin V. Wilson, Jr., has
for the ceremony was Mary C. Gray, in the operation
Present
Nev
in
halls
big
music
the
for
in conjunction svith the sale of reported that Le Bonheur meme
I York City and the Metropolitan the honoree's wife, Mrs. Eva and management of Zion CemTennessee license tags. Golden bers contribute nearly 5,000,
i Alcorn Christian; a brother-in- etery on South Parkway East.
Opera.
Tags are offered by direct calls hours in the laboratories, adHe'll be on his way after he -of the approximately 389 mem- mitting desk, library, out-paBoth Squire Lockarc1 and lir
:enders a concert this Thursday
tient clinic, X-Ray department,
A total of $18,757 was contrihers of Le Bonheur club.
el
elevator
senice, Sunshine Girls } buted to the 1965 campaign for Pi-ice offered their thanks to Tougaloc College has received, night, Jan. 13, starting at 8 in
Each member has a list of (a hostess group) and sewing'
the hundreds of persons who a grant of $14,970 from the Na- Bruce Hall on the LeMoyne ColUnitedegro College contributed to the fund.
the
business firms and individuals room of the hospital.
tional Science Foundation to lege campus.
Fund, it was announced by
UNCF is a national fund- conduct a six-week Summer
Ile is being presented in (onSquire H. T. Lockard, general raising agency for 33 member Science Training& Program for cert by LeMoyne and it appears
chairman of the drive.
colleges, all private and ac- secondary school students in that he will sing before a lae
The money was raised in the credited.
chemistry and physics during audience of friends and wellMember colleges in this area June 6 - July 17, 1966.
Memphis area over a six-week
wishers.
are LeMoyne, Lane, Fisk and
period.
summer science training
Tickets may be purchased at
The
Although the drive fell short Knoxville in Tennessee; Touga- ! program for secondary schools LeMoyne and at
Hamilton
PhilanderMississippi;
of the $25,000 goal, President loo in
designed to provide academi- School where he taught English
is
A distinguished graduate of es and attend a tea. He will be
Hellis F. Price of LeMoyne Col- Smith in Arkansas; Dillard and cally talented students with edu- three years before being inof alumni Friday eveLeMoyne is scheduled to return the guest
Mr. and Mrs. William R. relatives included: Euge ne lege said it was the largest Xavier in Louisiana, and Oak- cational experience in science
into
ning.
the
reArmy.
He
ducted
Bradford of 1661 Latham street Clay, Mr. and Mrs. Burton amount ever raised here in a wood, Stillman, Talladega and beyond those normally available
Friday of this
Dr. Pryor's appearance at Leceived his discharge last Sep- tu the campus
celebrated their fortieth wed- Bradford Mrs. Annie Lee Jen- UNCF campaign.
Tuskegee in Alabama.
eeek, Jan. 14, to address stu- Moyne is the result of a prohigh school courses.
in
tember.
ding anniversary recently with nings and her daughter, Mrs.
The primary purpose of the
Mr. Jenkins was guest soloist dents and faculty of the col- posal by President Hollis F.
a dinner party. They were en- Lillian Crowder, Louie Duke,
program is to bring outstanding with the Little Rock Symphony lege.
Price to return prominent and
tertained at their home with re- Van Clarkston, Lonnie Brad- 0
students in the 10th and llth Orchestra last November.
Dr. Albert C. Pryor Jr., gra- successful alumni of the collatives and close friends pres- ford, and Rev. and Mrs. James. 0
grades into direct contact with
Rivated from LeMoyne in 1943, lege to campus to stimulate
ent.
Friends present were Mr. and
teachers and research
college
will speak at 10:30 A.M. in the 3nd motivate students.
The Bradford were married Mrs. Philip Fields, Mr. a n d
scholars of recognized competTwo prominent graduates of
lecture hall
Dec. 27, 1925, in Cascilla, Mrs. Ed. Smith, Mr. Clarence
ence.
college already have ap•
the
facill
the
of
He is a member
Mississippi.
1Reed, Mrs. Viola Irby, Mr.
The program will be conductpeared before students this
Assisting in t h e entertain- 0 Ili e McFarland, Sylvester
ed under the direction of A. A.
Lemester. Jesse H. Turner, CPA
ment were their- daughters, Robinson, and Mrs. Sallye JoyBranch, vice-president of the
and executive vice president of
Mrs. Velora Clay, and Miss ner.
J. M. Brown, of Nashville, by Southern Bell's Board of Di- college, who is director of the
Tri-State Bank, was the first
Marie Bradford. and t h ei r
Atlanta. His summer programs, career planin
meeting
rectors
presivice
a
elected
has
been
to speak to the students. He
the
51st
of
Members
Ward
Mrs.
LaVerne
daughter-in-law,
will be in Colume ning and college placement ser- Club will meet on Friday night,
was followed by Henry Ryan,
Bradford. Also present for the TANK—TRAIN CRASH dent of Southern Bell to direct headquarters
the Company's operations in bia, S. C., beginning January 1. vices.
ct,Itural affairs officer with the
Jan. 14, at the home of Mrs.
celebration were their two sons,
will retire on FebFurther information may be Mattie Crawford of 242 N. DeAmerican Embassy in LeopoldWilliam and Nebbie Bradford. , ROTHENBERG, Germany — 1 South Carolina upon the retire- Mr. Edwards
Brown will head obtained from the office of Vice
Mr.
28.
ruary
preEdwards,
G.
M60
W.
of
army
S.
U.
ville.
ment
A third daughter, Miss Helen (UPI) — A
catur st., and the public is inoperations in President, Tougaloo College,i
AN AUTHOR
Bradford, who resides in Chi- tank skidded off an icy road sently vice president and gen- the company's
vited.
enbankment eral manager in South Carolina. South Carolina beginning then.
Dr. Pryor was guidance direccago, was not present, but call- down a 76-foot
The guest speaker at the meetastor at John J. Duggan Junior
ed long distance to wish her Tuesday and crashed into the Mr. Brown was elected vice Mr. Brown has served as
ing will be Juvenile Court Judge
SouthHigh School in Springfield beparents well. Other relatives at side of a moving freight train. president, effective January 1, sistant vice president of
Kenneth Turner. Meeting time
ern Bell in Tennessee since
fore joining the faculty at Westending were six grandchildren, Three soldiers aboard the tank
is 8 p.m.
tern New England College.
Andrea, William, Nebbie, and were slightly injured. None of
president
is
Mrs.
Lenora
Ward
Mississippi and a graduate of
He is co-author of "The NeGregory Bradford, a n d Mic-Ithe freight train's crew was
Mrs.
of
Beatrice
the
club,
and
Mississippi State College; he has
gro in Kentucky at Mid-Cenhelle and Merle Clay. Other ihurt.
Rogers secretary.
held management positions i n
tury" and is a member of the
Mississippi, Georgia, Louisiana, The 14th Ward Civic Club redoss flown and union use.
•
American Sociological Society
--------Ward Chapel AME church at Florida and Tennessee. He be- cently rel
mes of
and Phi Delta Kappa Honor So1125 S. Parkway East will oh- came district manager in Nash- persons elected to office for
ciety.
serve annual Layman's Day on ville in 1956 and general com - 1966.
mercial manager for Tennessee The officers are: Odell DotSunday, Jan. 16 at 11 a.m., and
fashion specialists in sires
in 1958
son, president; Rev. J.W. Beck,
DR. ALBERT PRYOR
2 the guest speaker will be Char- Active in civic ard commune first vice president; Mrs. Hayes
1
2 to 24/
1
18 to 60 and 16/
les Turner, a member of Mid- ty affairs. Mr. Brown has serv- Curry, second vice president;
Robert Martin sank two free Ty at Western New England
ed as president of the Kiwanis- Mrs. Louise W. Harris, recorddle Baptist church
with 21 seconds remain- College in Springfield, Mass ,
throws
Music for the program will be Nashville Downtown Club, as a ing secretary; Mrs. Ann Kinche- ing in the game to enable Owen go and the doctor of phylosophy
sung by the men's chorus of director of Goodwill Industries, low, corresponding secretary; Junior College to edge the CBC from The University of ChicaWard Chapel. Charles Walker a director of Boy Scout, as stateIMrs. Mattie Dodson, assistant Freshmen 64-62 last Saturday go and the doctor ow phyosophy
USO fund raising;secretary; Mrs. Lucille Carr,'
Is president of the Layman's chairman of
degree in education from Uniand as a director of the South-treasurer; Mrs. Frances Davis,, right in Bruce Hall at LeMoyne
Group of the church.
versity of Connecticut.
College.
Ora
Miss
financial secretary;
Laymen from all parts of the ern Baptist Foundation.
TO BE FETED
Richard D. Present, of the
Plunkett threw in 19
Murrell
Mrs.
chaplain;
Sampson,
Jane
the
his
wife,
and
Brown
Mr.
the
city are invited to attend
During his stay on the Le- department of physics and asseaHornets'
the
hike
to
points
parliamentarian,
Keys,
Oxford,
Rebecca
of
Park
former Martha
service.
son record to 3-3. Owen held a Moyne campus, Dr. Pryor will tronomy at University of TenRev. R. L. McRae is pastor Georgia, have one daughter, and Eugene Perkins, sergeantlunch with students, visit class27-26 lead at half-time.
scant
at-arms.
Leigh.
Mrs.
Martha
of Ward Chapel.
nessee in Knoxville, will serve
—
as visiting lecturer at LeMoyne
College this Thursday, Jan. 13.
He will speak in the Alumni
ROOM OUTFIT
95
9
$ 15
,
ALL Ulf
Room of the Hollis F. Price
Library at 10:30 a.m. on "Beta
sib
Decay and Neutrino."
13411 Poplar Ave.
Coll SR4-2751
He will visit LeMoyne under
t:".11.1111110.1
. In:
OP
11
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sociation of Physics Teachers
•
<
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Physics as part of a broad, nationwide program to stimulate
interest in physics. The program is now in its ninth year
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and is supported by the National Science Foundation.
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LeMoyne Students To
Hear Sociology Prof

Bradfords Celebrate
Fortieth Anniversary

outhern Bell Official
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Pastor Appalled

Teens
NIX Going Steady

New Bethel To Surveyed
Honor Pastor s
•

I

iy•

•

Inhumanity In Memphis

Members and friends of the

KM Pethel Missionary Baptist

'lurch, 2215 Stovall Avenue.1
falen. and there are'onlysmail
Dear Editor:
• •
t4
will celeby te the second annianthelp,"
be
'aid
s
to
UNIVF,rI'Y, Pa. — (UPI.) cerned about Prestige and starlilldren
It happened in these United.
versary of the pastor and his
landinusly.
`Teen-agers belie in respect- tun Girls judged social success
'States of America. in the
ve:1e, Rev. and Mrs. C. G. —
I ran in and found a seri/4;1y
ful
ing casual dating, advocate "be- by their popularity with boys.
of the free and the, brave -"nifil.woman lying on the fleor
helpful to others and stress Asked about material desires,
would wonder how 4 could have yter mete
Beginniag on Jan. 12-16
in the but- bed:,
in family relation- boys wanted a car and girls
kindness
eon-,
and
their
:
s
v
.
ministers
:
E
go
happened in this land wherrferrkhn asleep. I asked thewhitel
reports a Pennsylvania: pretty clothes and attractive
insurance
4legaLons
O.
duos,
"
was
an
will
Rev.
-,-,seien,
who
include
f:ght Communism. :
homes.
_C. Collins, Progressive; Rev. nigh school faculty member.
to call an ambulance!
It happened in a• state called a?ent•
T. L. Love. St. Stephen; Rev. Martha Shalitta, director of
while the niece and I tried toi
the Volunteer State, in a cotln-- t up the woman.
H. W. Bli.ekrall, Zion Hill; Rev. guidance at Great Valley Senior
try which has sent young Smith
L. M. Morganfield, Macedonia; High School in Malvern, sur-•
"Sir, who ,nd you call?" I
Rev. N. A. Clawford, First Bap- 'eyed 1,64S youngsters in one !
and other colored boys, along Aced.
tit; J. S. Howard, New Life; urban and three rural Penn'
with Whites, to die in Viet Nam. The white man, who was giv•
Rev. S. L. Wicks. New Bethel. sylvania schools in arriving at
;giving their lives for their al all the help he could, reGerna•ntuwn; Rev. J. L. Netter, her conclusions. The studentsv
"Jack Ruby. and he will
cuuntry. It happened in a city
Mt. Venni"; and Rev. L. 0.,were from the eighth, 10th and
be he.•e in a jiffy!"
ntere our ei“ fathers say we
Greater Hyde Park. .12th grades.
'lisylor.
e
. The ambulance came veiy'
't
Lave :good race ;To4ations."
$
Moder
girls will be Misses Students were asked to write
roon after the call, but what'
On Tuesday, Dn.,- ga be
Aineter Mechell, Joselyn Wil-'down what they thought con-,
T
e
ambuinice4
tween 9 and 10 A*31.,'a White luiPPcned?
•;!:In, ai.d Resarald and Robinistituted the best, average and!
429 driver left a suffering woman!
Iworst behavior in specified;
man stood on the porch of
Mattcy.
stine Massey, Ethel Mae Bowens, Beverly
tin the floor, caring not 14 kittherf CANDLE LIGHT SERVICE — The Holiday
W. Wildorf St., desperate foil
chair-111re".
Evans
is
Mrs.
L.
M
s!
died.
In
these
ole lived or
Heights Church of God In Christ held a
Diane Smith Mie.hael Bowens, 3oyce Ann
help. He asked if I knew the
man, Mrs. M. D. Guy, co-chair-I The highest point of agreeUnited States of America, onel Candle Light Service at 5:30 a.m. Christmas
Harrison, Quintan Bowens. Clarida Marie
; people at that address. My an- human being
Rowena,- i man; Mrs. M. L. Turnage clerk;!ment was on the subject of
1 e ft a fel
Mall In Yee, Non
learning. Taking part in the service were
Kenneth Jackson, Elbert
and Mrs. Lillie Evans is theldrinking Although total abstin•- river was yes.
iow human on the floor to die, Frankie Harris, Loretta Taylor, VernanAndrew D. Buchanan.
ience was judged the best be-I
"Inside is a woman who has' in this state of Tennessee, Counreporter.
Stories Ti The
- havior, 90 per cent approved of
ly of Shelby, 29 West Waldorf,
moderate drinking.
Memphis, Tenn.
The students were clear aboutl
The police came and were
the highest standards of sea-I
helpful. They called the Fire
demic honesty; never copy. But
Department for emergency aid
copying
itself was not con-I
ard summoned another ambuBy
sot).
Crepes and silk jerseys in and the French Moreau linen demned as much as the degreel 236 South Wellington
lance.
Fellow Americans, could THERESA FAMBRO HOOKS
Another standout in t h elsolid hot colors and brilliantly'dyed in shades to order by of it. Urban students gave the
•
strongest support for occasional
Post Offke lox 311
Cnmmunism be any worse than,
Wragge
collection is a three colored prints lend themseves Brooks appear time and time copying but indicated they were
Fashion Editor
this, a situation where a man,
piece white Fibranne suit with to a series of long, tight sleeved, again in one piece pyramid under more academic and soWe will be happy ea
The Cheerful Workers club of left a woman on the floor tot NEW YORK — Look forward a silk topover in another print!but very, very short-skirted seamed dresses, overblouse cial pressures to obtain good
'Wish le for yse
Avery Chapel AME church in- die because of her color? Sure-to spring and its colorful ap- called "wildflower," a blend of:dinner dresses.
grades
rural
pupils.
than
dresses and top coat costumes.
vites the public to attend its ly. even a Communist wouldi proach to fashion. It's the sea- rich jungle colors.
Piques,
"Free" Of Any
woven
to
order
in
Shari
pod
green,
hot
passion
In
the
area
of
self-esteem,
Homecoming Program on Sun- take a suffering person to a'son to shed the bulk of winter's
France, in herringbone and pink, clear mango yellow, light- boys reported they hoped to
charges.
To
make
sure
that
youth
is
hespital.
Let's
watch
ourselves,!
day, Jan. 16, at the church at
. and show off a not wasted on the young, David paisley patterns make smash- ning purple and white opaline *thieve high acclaim and leadAmericans. Communism might clothing .
882 E. Trigg ave.
he here already without usl slim, trim figure with a colorful Kidd for Arthur Jablow has ing coat and dress costumes, are some of the snappy colon. ership because they were conA special sermon will be decoupled his "Living Color"
knowing
it.
life ahead'
livered at the
o'ciock hour.
with youthful lines destinWi:1
we
permit
ambulance
nionloaar
and a turkey dinner served to
Colorings and prints seen on
ed to please everybody.
drivers
like
this
to
drive
on
all without charge following the
•
our streets at rapid speeds, en the runway, as the American New rules and no rules . . .
morning services.
langeling the lives of others? Designers Group of Now York both apply in fashion today,
. Rev. C. M. Lee and the choir What if one of
them hit a col- Manufacturers show their col- Kidd believes. However, there
of Pilgrim Rest Baptist church
ored pedestrian? Would the vic-lection to the nation's fashionis no "but" about color, from
will be guests of Avery Chapel
tun die while waiting for an-Iliness, radio and television "the "freshest tones" of foam,
during a program beginning at
I porters, run the gamut from crystalline white and pale sand
other ambulance.
3 p.m.
Mr. President, Mr. Governor,Istark black and white to tone- to lovebird green and lovebird
Members of families are in- Mr. Sheriff, Mr. Mayor, Mr.rich jungle prints.
'pink,
vited to be present for all serv- t'itizen: I saw it
happen at 2ii Elinor Simmons, designing for In Jerry Silverman's colletices during the day.
W. Waldorf, Memphis, Tenn. Malcolm Starr, takes her color tion, designed by Shannon RodMrs. Gussie Young is presi- The woman died that same day cues from nature . . . corals
gers, colors are generally muted
dent 6 the Cheerful Workers :n J-iin Gaston Hospital.
and conch sheet pinks. delicate . .. soft g:Tens, beautiful spring
club, and Mrs. Hattie Harrison
'fey. N. A. Cravinrd
to vivid rainbow and eunset beiges, and the ever increasing
chan
the program.
F.rst Baptist Church, Mt. Olive hues, in organza, chiffons and new importance of navy. For
Rev. Awe:- Peace is pastor of
:'011 Mt. Olive Road
glistening souffle satin,
after five, there are soft pinks,
the church.
Aemphis, Tennessee
The printed motif on one long blues and. lovely mint greens.
evening shift is an abstract de-, Former Chicagoan, Catherine
•
sign, branched like a certahnScott, who has moved "lock,
kind of coral — a fabric design,stock and barrel" to NYC, treat'by Coty winner Tzaims Luksus.ed paisley with importance.
'One of several at-home paja-1 They're all Indian-inspired
mas, sashed and the flowing and vibrant in wold colors and
skirt-like pants, is in violety shapes. There is a giant paisley
blue and ourple in printed chif-'back-gathered dress plus some
fon
paisley linings and also an "ezB. H. Wragge, who has indeed tra" little jacket in navy and
made a name for himself in the green over a navy dress with
fashion forefront, has colors in low placed pleats.
• a wide variety for every choice Colors and prints run riot in
and taste.
the Donald Brooks resort col- ,
There's the bright vividness lection. Mango yellow, used with
of tropical rain green and zin- chartreuse and purple, hot pink
nia pink and the softer more, used with purple and lime green
•
romantic shades such as pelnj are two of the color families
permint and cherry blossomIthat explode on the scene.
•
pink.
I Pagan florals, the already fa.
His silk prints are more beau-I mots lightning prints and bold
tiful than ever. The favorite' geometric themes, are used in
Your Holiday Begins when you
"officers" jacket suit is avail- blockbusting, but simple stateboard American Airlines Astrojet flight
able in the delicious oriental ments of shape, straight-unfit-Garden Fantasy" silk (the ted, semi-fitted yoke and blousto Los Angeles. You'll enjoy a 3 day visit to
-lilt has it, own matching para- ed shapes, that is.
— —
Disneyland and stay at the Beautiful Disney-
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spring Ushers In Colorful Shades
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STAR

FACING A BRIGHT FUTURE

SAVE 84.1 —St
adh

alga law you buy 2 bed4aBome

VIA
4/V1E:17/CAIV
Abci'Ll/VES-

land Motel. Two trips (each for two people) will be
given away by Big Star. Winners will be announced Feb.
2nd. Write your name and address on the back of a Jack
Sprat label or a facsimile of the word Jack Sprat as it appears
on the label or package. Deposit your entry at Big Star.

MIDWEST MILK

•

a
Itoday
isumland
L

AT YOUR FOOD STORE
SEVERE BIRTH DEFECTS of open spine and water on the brain
seriously endangered Linda Venice, Reeves when she wa• born to It,
and Mrs. Lucius Reeves, Ft. Campbell, Ky.. lust• year ago. Taken to the
March of Dimes Birth Defects Center at anderbill University Hospital,
asinine, Lags-. when she was Just one dat old, she has had einert
medical care ever since. Surgery to close her spine has given :ter use of
her legs. control of eSCets fluid around the brain has warded off mental
damage. 17 Mar, h of Dimes treatment and research centers In the I .S.
offer hope for the 250,060 youngsters born each yew with crippling
handicaps.
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• Fast
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New Subscription Order

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

Kindly send in. the Tri-State
Defender to address below
'One year $6.00 Six months $3.50:
I
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THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
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State

AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
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Airman Completes
Medical Course

BETTER BUY AT

HERFF
FORD
2450 SUMMER

MONTGOMERY, Ala. — Airman Third Class Oliver Johns( n, s,
,n of Mrs_ Gladys Johnson
of 657-13 McKinley, Memphis,
has been graduated at Gunter
AFB, Ala., from the training
course for U.S Air Force medical helpers
Airman Johnson is remaining
at Gunter for advanced training
with the Air Training Command.
. He is a graduate of Booker T.
Washington iligh School.

THE MUSTANG
i. IS HERE
See The All New
1966 MUSTANG
Now On Display

looks forward to making Xmas
a merrier one for some family.
FELLOWSHIP

A group of faculty members
started the holiday vacation
activities with a dinner at the
Sheraton Motor Inn, December
22. Those attending were Mr.
and Mrs. C. W. Horner, Mr.

WHILE CHECKING OUR USED CAR PRICES,
REVIEW SOME OF THE

Complete Selection Of The All New

and Mrs. Edward Davis, Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Anderson, Mrs.
W. M. Vevo, Mrs. A. V. Jeffries,

CLUB HELPS UNFORTUNATE — The Rose of Sharon
Community Club gave four baskets of food to the unfortunate at its Christmas program which was held recently. he
motto of the club is "To care for the sick and less fortunate
ones." Shown in lhe picture, from left to right, are: Mrs,
Harriett Lee, secretary: Mrs. Ada Patterson, president:

Mr. Willie Lee Patterson, chaplain; Mr. Olden Ingram.
manager; Mrs. Manilla,. Ingram, chairman of the sick committee; Mrs. Florida Johnson. vice president; and Mrs.
Rosie Lary, drab man of the finance committee. I Henry
Ford Photo)

Highest Trado-le Allowasees her

HATS OFF
Under the elementary education School Act Title It,

kfriligAVAWAr•Wr

Walker School News

Tiger Town News

1966 FORDS ON SALE NOW!

Steverson. Mrs. A. V. Jeffries,
Mrs. L. G. Willett and Mrs.
Brooxi'e Munn.
Mrs. Ann Naylor, mother or
Mrs. Horner, and Mrs. Maiai
Word, aunt of Mrs. Vevo, were!
special guests.
During the Xmas vacation, a
series of luncheons, dinners, and
parties were given among, the
Walker faculty family. The lovely and gracious hostesses of the
affairs were Mrs. Rosie P. Robinson, Mrs. De Alene Beane,
Mrs. C. W. Horner, Mrs. Sallie
James, and Mrs. Velva P. Wilhams.

!several Shelby County teachers
are serving as coordinators and
supervising teachers within their
schools. We at Walker School are
veryproud to have Mrs. Rosie P.
Robinson, serving in that capa-

New Mustang GT Hardtop

ALL 1965 FORDS MUST
Inclutfing Trucks, Doenorttrefors Company Cars

and becuhss Carl

FANTASTIC DISCOUNTS

city.

By
Shirley Gholston

FOR EXAMPLE

C. W. Horner

Mrs. Robinson has been a
part of the Walker School since
1959. At present she is third
.4. grade teacher.
194s<
,... She is the wife of J. B. RobinvtifillEANSI40:1•46161414111PPOSAippsmapt:
son, and the mother of three
•
/r•r"
nrskAt.'
,
ill•
19991° lovely children.
This is your Tiger Town re- dike Civic club, parliamentaXMAS PROGRAM
CAROLING
Walker School Playground has
porter wishing everyone a Hap- rian of the Young Democratic
been awarded the first trophy
py New Year on behalf of all Society, a member of the Spar. The students and teachers of The first grade presented their ever to be presented by the
tans Social club, the NAACP the fourth, fifth, and sixth grade annual Xmas program on Dec. Shelby
Tiger Towners.
County
Conservation
21. The theme was "Caroling
'Board, for outstanding athletic
Youth Council and the Teen classes presented a beautiful With
The First Graders". Had
CLUB NEWS
Dems.
and informative program De- one been behind a curtain, one events during the summer
months
Starling with the New Year, He is a member of St. Luke cember 17, 1965. The theme of never would have realized they In a special assembly, James
the Junior Clcssical League — Baptist Church and pr.!sident of the program was "Symbols of were first graders.
P. Cross presented the trophy to
Christmas". Each symbol was
William Ross, director of thel
the Latin Club — composed of its youth choir.
CHRISTMAS SPIRIT
Anthony
lives
with
his
paWalker
Playground, who in turn
portrayed
with
an
explanation,
students of Latin, elected their
rents, Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Mor- an appropriate song, poem, or Twentey-five families of the presented it to principal C. W.
new officers.
Walker Home Area were made florner.
They are Anthony Morris, ris at 991 Alaska. Hats off to pantomine..
a little happier as the result of Also taking part in the preAnthony!
president; Fred Leatherwood,,
Symbols used were the star, the 25 baskets that were filled sentation was Clarence Higgins,
vice president; Shirley GholTOP TIGERS
candle, Holly, tree, carols, poin- by the students, faculty, par- supervisor of playgrounds, and,
WarBerdelle
ston, secretary;
setta, gifts, yule log, cards, bells ents, and friends of the Walker!Miss Germaine Ball, assistant ,
ner, assistant secretary; Rita Clarence Donahue, Charles stockings and Santa
Claus.
School. Each year the school i director of Walker Playground.
Margaret Nelson, Sam Evans, Larry WilGatlin, Chaplain;
liamson,
Craig
Rogers,
Noble
Locke, chairman of committees;
Boone,
and Mrs. L. T. Brooks, advisor. Thompson, Anthony
Charles Knox, Curtis Broome,
SPOTLIGHT
Donald Black, Robert Brown,
Captured in this week's spot- Howard Jackson, Athon Yarlight is Anthony Morris, a stu- brough, Darbie Small and Roin the 12-4 homeroom supervised bert Hendrix.
by Miss Dorothy J Phillips.
TOP TIGRESSES
On campus he is a member of
the Ole Timers, Mu Alpha Theta, Cheryl Chatmon, Rosie Philpresident of the Junior Classical lips, Mattie Fears, Rosalyn WilLeague, the advisory board of liams, Anita Spraggins, Brenda
the Student Council and an Moore. Wilma Carson, Georgia
Campbell, Lenora Reed, Sheila
NDCC officer.
He is president of the Klon-, Hendrix and Gloria Worthy.
t)
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BIG BUY ON FAMOUS
JET ACTION WASHER!
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M1ST COME, MIST SIRVIDI CHA/01 YOUR DOWN PAYMINTI

Register Hire for 5,715 Valuable
Prises to Is Given Away—Inclodleg

1111011AIRE

15 NEW '66 FORDS

Jet Aetion convenience...

Baby Born To Lester Graduate

Plus

Ex-Memphian Completes Basic

• Polootod Deep Action Agitator creates surging jet CUrreilla
inns all your wash Deep Action ebtaningt

Private
Maybell
Johnson,
Mrs. Delois Rhodes, the form- daughter of Mrs. Hattie Ewing
er Miss Delois "Cookie" Harris
and daugther of Mr. and Mrs.,of 482 Tillman St., Apt. 1, has
L. V. Harris of 1412 South ave. completed eight weeks of basic
in Sacramento, Calif., became military training at the Womthe mother of a six-and-a-half en's Army Corps Center at
pound girl on Dec. 27, 1965.
Fort McClellan, Ala., on Jan.
Mrs. Rhodes was gr:.duated 7.
from Manassas High school in During the training, Miss
Memphis in 1960 before moving Johnson received instruction in
to California with her parents. Army history, a n d traditions,
She is the wif? of Airman Don- administrative procedures and
ald Rhodes of Texas, who is , military justice.
now serving overseas in Tur- She is a 1965 graduate of
key.
Lester High school.
The child's name is Erica Her father, Robert Johnson,
lives in Cleveland, Ohio.
Charmaine Rhodes.

BANK TELLER TRAINEES

5 YEAR PROTECTION PLAN'
AT NO EXTRA CHARGE!

• Jet•Away tot Remove!! hew Jol,Awey rose actually "jets" lint
and scum Out of the tub. No lint trap!
• Jet Spin cuts drying time. Leaves clothes tetra light ad dryl
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New Falcon Future Sports Coupe with optional vinyl roof covering
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By
MARTIN LUTHER KING, Jr.
Many people who journey
through life in these United
States, wearing the garments
of what we have come to call
"liberal," are convinced that
Utopia has come in the black
man's quest for equality.
Equipped with a AVIA* of
righteousness which they feel
is justified because of their his-

tory of aiding the Negro cause,
they seek to calm the throb of
intensity in the Negro struggle
by pointing out with passionate
pride that we have come a long,
long way.
There is truth in that. Yet,
what they fail to see is that we
had a long way to come from
and that we still have a long
way to go.
No single factor so eloquently dramatizes this as the fact of

Langston
Hughes

(Reprinted from the issue of
Jan 19, 1943)

The anomaly is creating a
dangerous schism which may
erode the very foundations that
the Ecumenical Council tried to
build. The council spelled out
the church's commitment to
social action. It realized that an
ecclesiastical proposition at odds
with the ebb and flow of current events may not for long
survivie the test of time.
The most flagrant of these
departures from the church's
new orientation and new freedom is St. John's University's
dismissal of 31 members of its

A university, especially a
Catholic university, that insists
on conformity outside the lecture-room and that has no interest in questions of social reform, is too steeped in medievalism to enlighten its own community. What good then is such
an institution?
An institution for the higher
learning that cannot make a
contribution to the movement
of society, that cannot serve as
a catalyst to social thought, has
little basis on which to justify
its existence. To push out into
the world young men and young
women whose academic experience renders them insensitive to
human problems is a luxury
that society can no longer afford.

My Simple Minded Friend
said, "Day time sure is a drag.
I like night time a lot better.
Day time hurts my eyes. I was
born at midnight, but my mama
told me I didn't start crying
until morning. After that, I hollered and cried every morning
straight for two years. And
I could holler and cry every
morning now. when I have to
get up and go to work."
"That's why you don't get
ahead in the world." I said.
"The people who get ahead in
the world are the ones who get
up early."
"I get up early." said my
Simple Minded Friend. "But I
don't get ahead. Besides, what
you say is not necessarily right.
Joe Louis likes to sleep — and
he got ahead."
"I'll bet he don't sleep in the
army, though."
"I'll bet he does," said my
Simple Minded Friend, "cause
he's always on furlough. How
come Joe Louis is always on
furlough?"
"I can't answer you that," I
said, "but I guess it's because
he's doing Special Services."
••1\aw! It's because Joe said.

The Medical Front

- we're on God's side.' White
folks like religious Negroes."
"Well, we are on God's side,
aren't we? Naturally, God's
against the Nazis?"

A dramatic shift of focus is
now taking place in the National
Medical Association. The newly
elected officials of the organization are concentrating on a
search for air "untapped talent
pool" of underprivileged youth
to prepare them to take advantage of new opportunities.
The NMA is fast becording
the vehicle for the expression of
a different view in the medical
profession than that espoused by
the American Medical Association.
The new directions of the
NMA, which has for decades
battered against the racial barriers that prevented Negro doctors from the full and free exercise of their profession, have become possible because those barriers have crumbled considerably.
"Twenty years ago, when I
was an intern, we knew every
Negro specialist in the country
personally," said one doctor.
"We knew every hospital that
accepted Negro residents. We
knew all Negroes who taught in
medical schools and were career
officers in the armed services.
Today nobody knows them by
name or number."
In the 1940s and early 1950s,
the NMA concentrated on prying open educational opportuni-

ties. These cracked open first in
city hospitals, then in the armed
services and in many Southern
medical schools. Primarily, the
lever was government action.
The status of the Negro doctor is still precarious. There are
yet hospitals and in
schools that are reluctant to accept him. With a little help from
the powerful American Medical
Association, the perjudice
against the Negro doctor would
collapse overnight. However,
the NMA does not propose to
beg for assistance or engage in
a fight with the AMA.
While the American Medical
Association spent millions of
dollars to scuttle the Medicare
bill, the National Medical Association testified before Congress
in favor of the President's
health program. This was the
first time it took a stand before
a Congressional committee on an
issue in which the racial element was not at stake.
The organization is broadening its scope of activity as Much
as incidental opportunities will
permit. However, doors will not
open voluntarily. The association must be prepared to pool
it's financial resources to battir
down the remaining barrier
that are impeding racial prograss on the medical front.

Continued On Page II
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"Who made the Nazis?"
"Are you trying
Hitler on God?"

to blame

"Who made Hitler?"
"Well, who did make him?"
I asked.
"God," said my Simple Minded Friend.
"Then He must have made
him for some purpose."
"Sure, He did," declared my
Simple Minded Friend. "God
made Hitler to be a thorn in the
side of our white folks."
"Aw, you're crazy!" I said.
"Hitler would stick a bigger
thorn in your side, if he could
get hold of you."
"Re ain't going to get hold
of me," said my Simple Minded
Friend. "I'm gonna fight him.
I been re-classified in 1-A."
"Good! When you hear that
bugle blow in the mornings, and
get up with all that outdoor air
In your lungs, you'll feel swell.
The army will make you like
rising early."
"Nothing can make me like
rising early," said my Simple
Minded Friend.
"Then why don't you go to
bed at some decent hour at
night?" I asked.
. "Why don't you"
?

;43

As it must to all men — death is coming to a
famous newspaper character. Way back on Jan. 19,
1943. Poet-Commentator Langston Hughes introduced readers of the Defender to his now famous
character, Simple. For 23 years, Simple has appeared on this page — simply allowing himself to be
used to express some of the opinions of his creator.
But now, Creator Hughes has decided to put Simple
peacefully to sleep. Reproduced here is Simple's
first appearance — and also his last. But don't
weep for Simple: as you see, he's moving out to the
suburbs to be happy ever after. Or — ironically —
will it be like that for Simple .. ?

And The End'

'The Beginning

faculty on grounds that bear
no relevance to academic scholarship or tutorial ability. These
teachers were separated from
their poets because they did not
hesitate" td assert themselves affirmatively on peace in Asia and
on racial equality in America.

He is not equal because he is
straightjacketed in the least
skilled, most underpaid strata
of our society. He constitutes
the legion of the dammed in our
economic army. Dammed to hold
the dirtiest jobs, the lowest
paying jobs — and dammed to
be not only the last hired but
also the first fired when reverses come in our economy.

Editor's Note

SERVING 1,ses,lis smut m Tut Tai•mli AREA

Catholic priests with liberal
views are being disciplined and
exiled by their superiors who
are either without a social conscience or a sense of moral responsibility. A wave of negativism to freedom of thought and
incidental action is sweeping the
campuses of Catholic universities. This comes at a time when
the Vatican is revising its orthodoxy and theology to be in
step with the requirements of
modern times.

the Negro's position economically in what we are pleased to call
the Great Society.
With all the struggle a n d
achievements, the seeds of freedom have grown only a bud and
not yet a flower. Negroes in
1966 are freer, but they are not
free. The black American enjoys more dignity and self-respect than he has known in his
history, but he is still far from
equal.
Illaillatirse4NetoMuiteV447.4s
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Campus Comformity

The Violence
Of Poverty

"I'm a writer," I said, "and
I don't have to get up until noon.
But if I had a job, I would go
to bed on time. Here it is after
midnight."
"And I am just really waking
up good now, after midnight.
You know, it's a shame for a
man to have to go to bed when
he is just waking up good. Say,
do you really believe this is
God's war?"
"There's a divinity that
shapes our ends," I said, "rough
hew them though we may."
"Did you write that?"
"No, Shakespeare."
"Shakespeare wrote that play
Paul Robeson was playing, too.
didn't he?"
"Othello, yes. He wrote Merchant of Venicj, too. Also Hamlet.
"Why don't you write something like Hamlet."
"Because I'm not Shakespeare. Why don't you he the
'World's Heavy Weight Champion?"
"I wish I was, so I could get
into Special Services. I sure
don't want to be sent down
South! Soon as I'm drafted, I
bet they'll send me down South.
Do you reckon God will look
after me down South?"
"Sure, God'll look after you
down South. All you have to do
is just obey those Jim Crow
laws."
"I don't want to obey no Jim
Crow laws. I do not think they
are right."
"Of course, they're not right.
But if you don't obey them,
they'll put you in jail."
"It hurts my soul," said my
Simple Minded Friend. "To be
Jim Crowed hurts my soul. to
have on my uniform and be Jim
Crowed."
"If you beat Hitler. you'll be
helping to beat Jim Crow."
"I want to beat Jim Crow
first," said my Simple Minded
Friend. "Hitler's over yonder,
and Jim Crow is here."
"But if the Nazis ever get
over here, and Hitler and Jim
Crow ever got together, you
would have an awful time beating the two of them. In fact.
you would be hog-tied. They
would have curfew laws for
Negroes — just like they have
curfew laws for Jews in Germany. And you couldn't stay
up after nine."
"You mean I'd have to go to
bed early, whether I wanted to
or not?"
"That is exactly what I mean.
They do let you stay up late
down South, if you want to."
"They do. don't they? That
is worth fighting for." said my
Simple Minded Friend.
"The fascists won't let
Negroes stay up late."
"Then I will fight the fascists," said my Simple Minded
Friend. "I will even get up early
to fight for the right to stay
up late. Damned if I won't!"

"Hail and farewell!" said Simple, lifting his glass.
"What do you mean, 'Hail
and farewell,!" I asked.
"Goodbye-bye-bye," he said,
blowing the foam from the top
of his beer.
"Where are you going," I demanded.
"I am practically gone," said
Simple.
"Gone home tonight, you
mean?" I asked.
"Further than home," declared Simple, "and longer than tonight."
"To Glory?" I said. "Or Viet
Nam?"
"Worse," said Simple. "I am
going to the suburbans."
"To the suburbs? How come?
What's happening, huh?"
"Joyce has saved enough
money to make a down payment
on a house, that's what's happening. You know my wife always wanted a house. She is
now going to make a down payment," said Simple.
"The first week of the first
of the New Year. 1966, my
Joyce — who controls the budget and our Carver Savings
Rank book which is no a joint
account — is having the cashier
make out a certified check to
this real estate agent who has
done sold my wife a house so
far away from Woodlawn you
have to get off the train at the
dead end of the CTA then take
a bus then walk three blocks
after that to reach this house
which my wife is making me
buy. I will he shovelling snow,
stoking the furnace and putting
washers in sinks for the rest
of my natural life."
Simple took a long drink from
his beer glass; in fact. he drained it, then signalled the bartender for another.
"You don't sound too happy
about it," I said.
"I am not." moaned Simple.
"I had rather have a kitchenette
In woodlawn than a mansion in
Barrington. A lawn with grass
to mow and leaves to rake is
the last thing I want. And Cod
knows I do not like to shovel
snow. No, I do not like shovelling snow! No!"
"Maybe you can pay the little
boy next door to shovel snow,"
I said.
"Suppose there is no little boy
next door," said Simple. "Or
suppose he is white?"
"Are not you-all moving into
an integrated neighborhood?"
I asked.
Joyce gays we will be the
first Negroes in the block,"
said Simple. "That will be a
drag. I likes to he around my
People. But Joyce Rays it is our
duty to show white folks we can
keep a house up as well as anybody else. I kocw Joyce will
work me to death keeping that
house spic and span inside and
out, just to show white people
Negroes are not tramps. Colored folks have always got to he
worried about what white folks
thinks. Anyhow, white folks flee

when here come me — F 0 R
SAL E signs are up already.
.."It will be an all-colored block
before you can say 'Jackie
Robinson.' Joyce and me will
be breaking the ice, then the
real estate agents will do the
rest—selling houses to Negroes
at twice the price. Me and Joyce
will be 999 years paying off
our mortgage — and I will still
be sending back payments from
the Pearly Gates.
"But Joyce always did gay
she wanted a house with trees
and a big back yard, and a picture window in the front room.
But, Boyd. I do not want to
move out of Woodlawn myself.
I will miss Woodlawn — Cottage
Grove, 63rd St., also this little
old bar in which I am now drinking. I will also miss my friends
— and you."
"I'll come over some Sunday
and pay you a call." I said, "but
not in the winter."
"I do not blame you for not
wanting to wade through snow
from the end of the bus line,"
said Simple. "But if you really
he's my friend, you will visit
us once in a while sometime
lust to cheer me up. I will need
it, way out yonder by my lonesome, without a juke box nowhere in earshot.
And not a bar in sight — only
a carton of beer from the supermarket which I will have to
fetch myself in case Joyce will
have to do something to keep
me happy in the surburbans,
I'm telling you. I been a Southeider too long to be a surbanite
even if like Joyce Mates we are
old enough to settle down now,
ston paying rent to landlords,
and live like decent folks in our
prime. What does she mean by
prime?"
"Prime." I said. "means the
time in life when the experiences of youth and the wisdom
of maturity meet to give you
a balanced viewpoint on living
— the time when A man Is
really ready to live."
"If that be true then," said
Simple, "why leave the place
where life is — to go live with
birds, bees, and caterpillars and
bats? Life to me is where
peoples is at — not just nature
and snow and trees with fallino
leaves to rake all by yourself.
and furnaces to stoke, and no
landlords downstairs to holler at
to keep the heat up. and no
next door neighbors across the
hall to raise a ruckus Saturday
nights, and no bad children
drawing pictures on the walls in
the halls, and nobody to drink
a beer with at the corner bar —
because the corner in the surburbans has nothing on it but
a dim old lonesome street light
on a cold old lonesome pole.
"And to get to Woodawn
from where vou live you have
to walk to a Ws line, then ride
to a subway line then change
at Monroe for the A Train to
Woodlawn. Friend, when I move
to the suburbans, I am gone. So
bye - bye - bye - bye! Goodbye!
Jesse B. Simple is gone."
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LeMoyne's Coronation Ball s Colorful Event!

Miss Ruth Elaine Lee, a Senior, the Miss LeMoyne of 1966, surrounded

by

Her Court at Coronation Ball in Chisca Hotel's Chickasaw Room.

-

t

1

WALTZING — Miss Ruth Elaine Lee, the new Miss LeMoyne,
takes first dance with her escort, Mel'.in Turner, a junior at
the college.

CLASS QUEENS — These LeMoyne class
queens were featured at the college's coronation ball. Left to right: Miss Sandra Lois
King (Miss Freshman), Miss Patricia A.

Scurlock (Miss Sophomore), Miss Minnie F.
Walker (Miss Junior) and Miss Freddie
Mae Foster (Miss Senior).

'GREEK' REPRESENTATIVES — Other
charmers in the Miss LeMoyne coronation
hall were these lovely coeds. Left to right:
Miss Bobbie Raybourn (Miss AKA), Miss

Dianne Daniel (Miss Delta), Miss Barbara
L. Hence (Miss Omega) and Miss Sandra
D. Taylor (Miss Alpha).
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CROWING QUEEN — Tlee outgoing Miss
LeMoyne, Miss Geraldine Gray, now a graduate student at Atlanta University, crowns

s

the new Miss LeMoyne, Miss Roth Elaine
lee, a senior.

MAKING MERRY — These are some of the LeMoyne students who enjoyed themsehes at the college's coronation
ball held in hotel Chisca's Chickasaw Room. The ball featur-

ed the crowning of Miss Ruth Elaine Lee as Miss LeMoyne
of 1966.
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happy and interesting person to Lila Spencer,
And on New Year's Day, Helen and Buddy Tarpley feted know and to work with daily. Maggie Vann,
Brown, Georgia Covingten, Elisabeth Cox, Abbie Jackson,,
Mozelle Parker, Glace Parker, Mantle Ward, and Miss Jim : Shirley with a dianer at their down-the-street South Parkway She is Mrs. Leota Hartley, who Lucy Barnett,
lhome. Their guest list included the Northcrosses, the Lewises,iresides at 2019 Waverly Street, Cynthia Burbidge,
Ella Cotton.
Guests at the festive occasion were Mesdames Marie the Arnolds, Janet Seymour, Norma Griffin, their mother, Mrs. Hartley is a member of Aubrey Mosby,
Adams, Hattie Braithwaite, Maude Bright, Leath Jones Gert- 1 Mrs. Jennie Tarpley. Lawrence Patterson, Dr. Frank and Park Avenue Cumberland Pres- Joyce Cage,
i byterian church. She holds mem- Mettle Faulkner,
rude Johnson, Annie Mary Jones, Lilla Lewis, Ethel Watkins, Jeanette White and of course Lois and Charlie.
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TEACHER SPOTLIGHT
Olivia Palton,
Misses Mattie Bell and Isabel Greenlee.
Year's night Nell Northcross had a few in for a session.
The spotlight is on a very Dorothy Ttylor,
And with the Elite Literary club there was also a holiday
We couldn't forget these other holiday visitors and they, good teacher, Mrs. Ora Marsh Velma Douglas and
meet. Co-hostesses for this very lovely affair were Mrs. L. were West Berlin Opera Star and native Memphian Vera 'Rockwell of 407 Fairhope Road, Thomas Brown.
Mrs. Marion Bailey is school
H. Twigg and Miss Martelle Trigg at the Twigg home on Little. .We thought :she was real great to give one of her high wife of Archie Rockwell.
Mrs. Rockwell is a member reporter.
South Parkway, which was very beautifully decorated for school teachers, Mrs. Georgia Quinn, credit for giving her a
the season,
love for good music. A doff of the wig to both ladies. Vera
Giving an assist in receving and entertaining were Mrs. is visiting her mother. Mrs. Ophelia Little and, her sister Helen
Twigg's daughter and son-in-law, Clara Ann and George Mims Doris Little.
who were here from New York. and her son and daughter-inAnd Atty. Glenn Fowlkes was around most of the holidays
law, "Tippy" an! Myna Twigg.
from Chicago, he was visiting his mother, Mrs. Lucy Fowlkes
Members exchanging gifts and pleasantries were Mes-' on Lauderdale.
From Wilmingten. Dela., came Gretta and Phil Sadler to
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TASHKENT U.S.S.R. (UPI) ed a historic declaration with
H. Jones.
Mrs. Pearleana Mitchell is the houseguest of her daughter,
Guests who were also gifted with tokens from the club Mrs. Lillian M. Andersoe and her daughter's Lillian. "Plum". — Indian prime minister Lal Pakistan renouncing the use of
were Mesdames L. E. Harrison, Sam Crowder, Joe Jennings, and Mitchellease -Cherry- on Doris. Mrs. Mitchell came for! Bahadur Shastri, 61, died here force between the two nations.
The tiny, self-effacting ShasCorrine Ray, from Nashville, Logan Mitchell, W. 0. Speight, _Christmas and will spent a month with her daughter and grand-' early Tuesday of a heart attack
only 12 hours after he had sign- tri was stricken soon after he
Sr., and daughtcr Miss Marian Speight from Daytona Beach daughters before going back to Shreveport, Louisiana.
returned from a gala summitl
farewell banquet given by So.'
siet Premier Alexei Kosygln.1
I A doctor was summoned, but
'Shastri died 40 minutes after
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cently was announced by Lewtrouble. During the week-long
is, through his attorney. Robert
white to give your bath
Tashkent summit conference, he
L. Tucker.
a decorator's touch.
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Replacing Ycung on bass and
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Corporation, manufacturers a
Ramsey Lewis Trio recordings.
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Chicago Conservatory of Music.
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The reorganized group will
open Mcnday, Jan. 10, in a
Minneapolis night spot. This
will be followed by several teleBradford, Mr. Bradford Gregory Bradford, and Standing
ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATED — Mr. and Mrs. William
vision appearances.
from left are: Michelle Clay, Andrea Bradford, Marie
a
with
R. Bradforl celebrated their fortieth anniversary
Bradford, Nebbie Bradford, N'elora Clay. and William R.
dinner gisen in their honor. Some of the members of the
Bradford, Ill.
family helping to celebrate the occassion are, seated left
R.
W.
Mrs.
Clay,
Maria
to right: William R. Bradford, Jr.,
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New Sulfa Drug
Warning Issued

SEE OUR WIDE SELECTION OF

WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
The Food and Drug Administra
tion (FDA) announced new la
belling regulations on long-acting sulfonamide drugs to warn
about a sometimes fatal side
effect which causes severe blisters of the skin and mucous
membranes.
The side effect, which is
known as the Stevens-Johnson
syndrome and has a fatality
rate of about 25 per cent, has
been reported in only one or
WO cases for each 10 million
doses of drugs, which are used
to combat infections.
The FDA said, however, the
number of cases reported was
sufficient to require the alerting of the medical profession
to the hazard.
Warning labels will tell doctor!: to watch patients receiving the drugs closely and to
discontinue their use if skin
rashes appear.
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Dominican Strike
Labeled 'Flop'
SANTO DOMINGO — (UPI)
— The Communist-called "general strike" here Monday appeared to be a general flop,
but observers said there was a
possibility it might spread today.
The strike was effective in
some factories and government
Offices in Santo Domingo and
in three of the nation's sugar
mills. Reports from the provinces indicated little heed was
paid to the strike call else
where.
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More and more people consider a
well cared for pre-owned Cadillac
superior to most new cars that
offer less in comfort, luxury, performance• and pride of ownership.
Our selection of used Cadillacs in
large and attractive—and our price
range is wide enough to make any
family a Cadillac family.
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Better
Business
Report
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1 MY DREAM
•Pr

The Better Business Bureau
of Memphis reported this week
that magazine salesmen arc
operating in this area and falsely claiming to represent Memphis Boystown.
J. B. Myers, general mana-i
get of the Better Business Burl
reau, said his office checked,
and has been advised by offil
cials of Memphis Boystown that
the school has never authorizedl
anyone to solicit magazine sales!
in its name and does not benefit in any way from such sales.
Mr. Myers said, "These pef..r-'
ple may be connected with a legitimate magazine sales agency,
and in such case persons subscribing would receive their
magazines.
"However, we urge anymie
who is approached to buy on the
basis of helping Boystown of
Memphis to call the police and
the Better Business Bureau."
,

Continued From Page 8

To put it succinctly, the Negro in America is an impoverished alien in an affluent society.
These statements do not
spring from conjecture. They
are based on fact and statistic.
Despite the recent slight decline
in our national employment, the
jobless rate among Negroes remains almost double that of
white and there seems to be no
prospect for a dramatic and
immediate improvement in this
situation.

Weltner Sees

Indeed if the staggering unemployment rate among the
Negro youth, as high as 70 per
cent in some Urban centers, is
any indication of the future,
the crisis is deepening.

KKK Empire
'Crumbling'
ATLANTA — (UPI) — Rep.
Charles Weltner, D-Ga., predicted the "invisible empire"
of the Ku Klux Klan would soon
crumble as a result of House
Un-American Activities Committee hearings on the Klan
"Cracks are now visible in
the invisible empire," Weltner
told the Atlanta Press Club.
-Those cracks will widen until
that empire will topple."
Weltner said Klansmen must
realize they cannot, with impunity, flout the will of Congress by refusing to produce
their records and failing to answer questions posed by the
committee.

Mrs. Mays Plans
To Sue
Stores, Papers
(SPecial TO
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Because of this condition,
two-thirds of all the Negro
families in the United States
live in poverty and deprivation.
The Administration's War On
Poverty
r., which merits commendations as a fine beginning
will fail to achieve its objectives
if it substitutes a "welfare" approach for much-needed reforms armed at the creation of
more jobs, not only for Negroes,
but for all Americans.
Unless we have such reform,
..
black and white workers at the
bottom of the economic ladder
will be thrown into fierce competition for disappearing jobs.
This conflict can only give rise
to destructive racial tensions
and perhaps violence.

We must .seek at increase of
the minimum wage to at least
two dollars an hour. We must
extend minimum wage law to
cover almost 18 million workers
not presently covered. We must
urge the Federal Government to
carry out the mandate of the
unemployment act of 1946,
whose purpose is the achievement of full employment.
For there cannot be a meaningful drive toward fair employment if we do not set our
sights on full employment. We
must urge the Federal Government to initiate daring massive
works programs to fill the needs
for decent housing, schools,
hospitals, mass transit, urban
renewal, parks and recreation
centers.
This should be done not merely for "make-work," but for the
rebuilding of America.
Such a full program would
stimulate employment, train
and educate youth, inspire private economy and light fires in
the underprivileged black and
white communities. Not t h e
Watts California kind of fires,
but those fires which would illuminate for our poor the kind
of concern which can inspire
them toward self-help.
The Negro's nonviolent movement is as much directed
against the violence of poverty,
which destroys the souls and
bodies of people as it is directed
against the violence of segregation. (ANP Feature)

She said she would sue several west coast newspaper.
s- Mai carried big headlines on
the theft account.

the party were Mr. and Mrs.'Peterson, Mr. and Mrs. G. Hill, Bowers.
W. Garner, Mr. and Mrs. C.1dr. and Mrs. J. Codney, Mr.' Also Mr. and Mrs E. Smith,
Broome, Mr. and Mrs. 0. Wood- and Mrs. C Stewart, Mr and Mr. and Mrs. G. Carter. Mr.
ard, Mr. and Mrs. F. Jones, Mr.)Irs. T. Strong, Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. L K. Hawkins. Mr.
and Mrs. V. Jones, Mr. and hirs.G. Stokley, Mr. and Mrs C. and Mrs. C. Artnfield, Mr and
S. Brown, Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Thomas. and Mr. and Mrs. C. Mrs. F. Brooks

MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES
EAST 5014 POPLAR At Mendenhoil) MIDTOWN 1620 MADISON
This Selection of Fine Foods Is Strictly To Help
Make Things Easy For Mothers Who Hoye
Children In School — Shop Montesi Today

MORRELL

BUSH
Turnip or Mustard

GREENS

151/2 oz.
CHITTERL
INGS
3 25
0
FOR

SCOTT

Lb.Pail

DECORATED

ARE YOU THINKING OF BUYING

A TORONADO
IT'S READY FOR YOU, AT YOUR NO. 1
MEMPHIS DEALER

Jumbo
Roll

31

HUNT'S

PEACHES-2Ulz.

2 49
CRISCO or
WESSON

VEGETABLE
OIL

with coupon and $5.00 additional purchOm isicluding volo•
of coupon morchondis• Gosh milk products and tobacco also
•scludsid
csimplianc• with stets low. Ono coupon p., ,:us.
.4. d.
Wtsdnosdisy, January / 9.

Maryland Club Instant
10 Oz. Jar

COFFEE

Headlights swing up and on...
down and off... in seconds!

Emitscasom alined, reed bolded
thanks to a 425-cu.-in. V-81

LIMIT 2

FRED MONTESI
WHITE MAGIC

DETERGENT

Memphian Is
Promoted

ARMOUR

uJ

CHILI with BEANS

19 Oz.
Boxes .

151/2 Oz. Cans

99'

Limit 5

IGNACIO, Calif. — Isaiah
Harris, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Joe T. Harris of 315 Brook
Road, Memphis, has been promoted to technical sergeant in
the U. S. Air Force.
Sergeant Harris is a transportation supervisor at Hamilton AFB, Calif. He is a member
of the Air Force Command
which provides the flying, technical and specialized education
programs for the Air Force.
The sergeant is a graduate of
Booker T. Washington High 1111
School. His wife. Beatrice,
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Sylvester Peoples of Moscow.
1 enn.

F0R

TISSUES
Burly, businesslike wheels ... with ten brake-cooling cutouts!

THIS IS NOT A PUZZLE BUT BEAUTY
IN THE FEATURES OF TORONADO

DELHI, CORONET,
SCOTT

2RollsII

w,o, coupon and $5.10 OdditiOrtol Purchest •st'uding alLis
of coupon morcriondissi fr•sh milk products Ind tobacco also
osiclud•d in camp'ionc• with stet* 'ow . Jno e0yroO,
Culla
7oupon issipir•s Midnight Norin•s4a. .anJor.

Negro In U.S.
History Classes •
The role of the Negro in Ame- 1.1
rican History will be one of 1111
three significant topics to be
considered by participants at 111
Northern nlinois University's'
1966 Summer Institute in American History.
The first at NW in a humanities subject, the institute will
be supported by a $34,100 grant
in National Defense Education I.
Act funds of which 5.000 already 1.1
has been awarded for planning
purposes
Michael J Bakslis, director
of the six week institute, said
it is scheduled for June 27 to
August 5. For 30 secondary
school history teachers selected
to participate there will be a
stipend of $450 plus $60 for each
dependent.

$295

TOWELS

FRED MONTESI

Stores accused her of thefts
;4. Pasadena, Calif.. though
charges were dropped after she
flew to both cities and the
stores decided it was all "a
case of mistaken identity." During one of the alleged thefts,
Mrs. Mays was 3,000 miles
away in Atlantic City, N.J.
Mrs. Mays has engaged Attorney Melvin Belli to file the
damage suits.

Members of the CWA Telephone Floral club entertained
some 68 giteFts during a dinner
party held on New Year's day
at Club Paradise.
Among the guests attending

HR

lb. DADS nrrt:Nonn)

LOS ANGELES — Mrs. Marguerite Mays, former wife of
baseball star Willie Mays will
file damage suits against stores
which charged her with stealing several expensive rings last
year.

CWA Tel. Floral Club Gives Dinner Party For 68 Guests

THIS CAR CAN BE PURCHASED FOR THE AVERAGE MONEY SPENT
FOR A CAR, COME TODAY AND INQUIRE ABOUT TORONADO.

• 100 OTHER FACTORY FRESH "66 OLDSMOBILES
TO CHOOSE
FROM

BISCUITS
8 Oz.

Cans

ANDREWS
962 UNION AVENUE

OLDSMOBILE
BR 6-3311
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SPORTS
HORIZON

HOME SERVICE

By BILLUIT4
ball scramble. According to
It was a full wee kof basket- Melrose Coach William Collins,
ball in the Bluff City last week Blair was kicked off the team
and what a week it was It all
dressing room.
started on a mild note on the and sent to the
With the game in progress,
first work day when the great
Oscar Robertson displayed a Blair returned to the bench in
multiplicity of skills in leading street attire and threw a punch
the Cincinnati Royals to a that caught Coach Collins by
;nethodical 130-114 win over the surprise. Blair was restrained
St. Louis Hawks at the Mid. and relieved of what observers
said was a mathematical cornSouth Coliseum.
Father Bertrand scored up- Pr.ss. The Lester transfer was
set victories over eLster and arrested and jailed. He was
Woodstock. The Thunderbolts given a severe tongue lashing
had been winless before knock- last Saturday morning in City
ing off Lester, 48-40. The four Court and fined $26 for disorderpoint win over Woodstock was ly conduct.
I've known players to 'argue
a big surprise because the Aggies had soundly beaten Bert- points with their coaches, but
rand in their first meeting at never the gal Ito make a physicall attack on any. Collins, who
Woodstock.
PLAYER ATTACKS COACH held the Prep League scoring
Among the strange reversals record for a single game with
were two wierd dastardly acts 46 points performance in 1952
Lhat took place at Washington against the same Melrose team
and Melrose. The confusion on he ,now heads, stands 6'5" and
the Washington hardwood start- weighs over 200 pounds.
ed as the Warriors initiated a Blair's teammate, Willie Carlate surge to overcome Lester ter, was also ejected from the
and post a 62-58 victory. Fans game when he came to aid his
threw cups on the floor, and 160 pound teammate in the mewhen an attempt was made to lee that broke out initially on
identify the throwers, someone the floor.
tossed a beer can onto the
It was a bad night for Colcourt.
lins and his Golden Wildcats, to
What happened last Friday say the least. Earlier in the
night at Melrose is too queer day he learned that two of his
to believe. "Scooter" Blair, starters had been suspended
Melrose guard, was ejected from school. To add salt to
from the game when he inten- Melrose's wound, Washington,
lionally kicked a Washington playing without suspended Allplayer in the mouth on a loose Memphis Gene Taylor.

THIS WAS THE WEEK

KRESS
Treasure hest

l
fahrlesea
Big Savings!
Big Selections!

111111WAISN..

FACTORY
AUTHORIZED
SERVICE

DON'T PAY ONE CENT
UNTIL FEBRUARY 15, 1966

FLOOR MODELS REDUCED $100"
UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY NO MONEY DOWN
LeMOYNE'S SCORING MACHINE - Three freshmen, a
sophomore and a junior were in LeMoyne's starting lineup
going against Florida A. and M. in Brace Hall last Friday
night. LeMoyne won the contest, 103-86. Left to right:
Bobby Todd, freshman forward from Father Bertrand

High; Leon MitchLli, freshman guard from Capleville High;
Willie Hayes, freshman center from Louisville, Ky.; Capt.
James Sandridge, Junior guard from Melrose High, and
George Fed, sophomore forward from Pontiac, Mich.

4

SAVE 20 TO 40% AT RHODES-JENNINGS
ALL DEPARTMENTS INCLUDED IN THIS SALE
SAVE ON BEDROOM ... DINING ROOM, LIVING ROOM ...
OCCASIONAL PIECES ... KITCHEN ITEMS ... RUGS

UPHOLSTERED PIECES
Stratford Wing sofa, print cover, 3
foam cushions. Wood wing and arms,
Maple finish. Reg. $198.00
High Back Wing Sofa, 3 cushion linen tupe
print cover, largo size. Reg. $219.00
Kroshler Cape Cod Early American sofa, 100
inches long-fine tweed cover. Reg. $259.00

$139
$179
$199

BEDROOM GROUPS

DINING ENSEMBLES
8-Pc. Spanish Dining room, Buffet, large oval
extension table; hi-back side chairs, and I $298
arm chair. Reg. $466.00

3-Pc. Danish bedroom, 9 drawer triple
dresser, 5 drawer chest King size bed
with frames. Reg. $317.00

7-Pc. Pecan dining room, Wedgefield Court, $298
Early American extension table, 5 side
chairs, 1 Arm Chair. Reg. $384.00

3-Pc. Italian bedroom double dresser,
chest and bed. Select Cherry veneers.
Plastic tops. Reg. $243.00

9-Pc. Italian dining-rodrn, Thomasville, Breakfront china, credenza Buffet banquet size $1
table, 5 side and I arm chair. Reg. $1975.00

Solid Maple bedroom, 3-Pc. 6 drawer,
double dresser, 5 drawer chest on chest.
Panel bed. Rog. $266.95

200
$169

Colonial Love Seats, choice upholstered
wing or wood wing. Choice colors. Reg. $99.00 $79 Pecan Hutch Buffet and Hutch top complete,
Wedgefield Court Early American Style. .
International Modern Sofas, button back,
Reg. $209.00
3 foam cushions. Fine tweed covers, choice
5-Pc. Pecan Dining Room round pedestal base,
colors. Reg. $198.00
table-4 tavern chairs. Reg. $253.00
199
C
2-Pc. French Living Room solid Mahogany
.9329
chair.
lounge
matching
and
sofa
Carved frame
8-Pc. Walnut dining room Danish Modern
Fine quality cover. I only. Reg. $398.00
Walnut china, extension table, 5 side chairs
French sofa, Solid Mahogany carved French
and I arm cir. Reg. $338.50
sofa. Self cktked, spring edge. Silk cover,
$229
8-Pc. Spanish Solid Oak dining room,
rose and brown. Reg. $329.00
$264
choice of china or buffet, large extension
Mediterranean Kingsley Sofa, 3 cushions
$387.00
Rog.
chair.
arm
1
and
side
5
table,
frame.
Fruitwood
back.
3 loose pillow
Reg. $298.00
8-Pc. French dining room, China, 3 drawers,
Rural French wood wing sofa by Kingsley
large oval table seals 8. 5 side and I arm,
Quality covers, self decked. 4 cushion back. $229 figure eight chairs. Reg. $357.00
Rog. $298.00

$139

$259

$198

$310

100% Nylon Broadloom, high-low random
Deluxe RCA refrigerate'', 16 ft. no frost,
weave gold, green and beige. Rog. $5.95 ...Yd.
bottom freezer refrigerator. I only.
Reg. $599.95
Karpen Sleeper beautifully quilted with loose C198 9x12 Imported Rugs, Oriental colors and
patterns, colors woven thru back. Solid colors.
foam cushions and foam mattress. Reg. 239.00 'w
Reg. $79.95
2-cushion Lawson style love seat. Choice green,
9x12 Axminster Rugs, florals, modern and
tan or brown. Reg. $110.00
Early American Patterns. Reg. $79.95

$499

Super Combed Cottons

Famous memo brands prints

Combed no-iron aepos

Chinos and Gabardines

Spertswoor prints and solids

Combed Egyptian yarn

Dacron and cotton blonds

Chambray'

Glazed satsion prints and solids

Rork cloths and Linoris

Exotic bold prints

Hopsacking and Ousaburg

Crow* resistant drip-dry prints

Terry Cloth

Cornbod Pima yarn sheers

Woven plaids and novelties

Creative Savings!

Create Your
Own Fashions,

100% Virgin Wool

$459

bedroom, 8-drawer, double dresser, 5-drawer
chest and spindle bed. Reg. $309.50
Maple bunk bed, Wagon Wheel, bunk bed,
with guard rail and ladder-twin size.
Reg. $46.95
3-Pc. Solid Oak Mediterranean bedroom,
9 drawer triple dresser, chest and bed.
Reg. $268.00
3-Pc. Danish modern walnut double dresser
chest and panel bed. Reg. $183.50
3-Pc. Solid Oak Mediterranean bedroom,
by Link Taylor. 9 drawer triple dresser,
bed and nits stand. Reg. $435.00

OCCASIONAL PIECES
Early American swivel rockers-Wood

$65
$48
$85
$5495
$4995
$68
$248
$22
$3995
$23
199
$79
$2995
CONVENIENT TERMS-NO LAYAWAYS "PLEASE"
$5995

RCA Victor Danish modern walnut 23-inch
screen console television. Reg. $299.00

12:12 Nylon and Wool, 8 colors to choose from.
Corns early for these. Reg. $99.00

Metal Kitchen Cabinet with shelves above
glass doors, cutlery drawers and storage below

9112 Rayon Tweed Rugs, with foam rubber
back. 4 colors. Reg. $29.00

5-Pc. Living Room solid oak settee. Wing chair, c
print covers, one cocktail and 2 step tables.
Rog. $244.00

9xI2 Oval braided rugs.
Assorted colors. Reg. $44.95

French
Cocktail Tables
1200 Yards

Early American bedroom, 3-pc. solid Maple

vs,osr
in soissc*
36 inches ;ono 20 to sell

Wing, choice covers. Rog. $8900

Wing chair or swivel rocker, covered in fine
tweeds-choice colors. Reg. $74.50

Foam Traditional diamond tufted back chair,
reversible T-cushion. Kick pleat. Reg. $69.00

Maple Boston rocker, high back solid,
maple rocker. A real value. 8 only. Reg. $29.95

Mr. and Mrs. Chair, 3-pc. chair and
ottoman group, modern design. Reg. $110.00 ..

9 x 12
Felt.Base Rugs

MANY OTHER ITEMS
NOT LISTED

Vinyl Surface

Rog. 7.95$595

Crochet Cotton 4- Ply Yarn

77c
Reg. 9$e
Make your own tablecloths,
bedspread*. doilies and pot
holders. Highest quality 4ply super bleach reverse
twist yarn.

88c

4 oz. skein
This 4-ply wool is perfect for
sweaters,afghans, bulky knits.
Pull skein - ready to use.
Mothproof! White, red. black.
rainbow variegated and many
fashion colors.

setter Quality Costs Less at Kress

Mon. & Thurs. 9:30 til 9:00
Tues., Wed., Fri., Sat. 9:30 til 5:30

9 NO. MAIN STREET

$229
$198
5189
$269
$3695
$235
$149
$366

CARPET CLEARANCE

FLOOR SAMPLES

All New Patterns...New Colors

1264 GETWELL Open ?fifes 'Ti! 9 I 4556 SUMMER
Phone FA 3-1171)3,, BIG LOCATIONS'Phone MU 2-4611

114
bellow Chairs
30 x 40
Plate Glass
Mirrors
Gold Flamm. Many styles

Open
Monday
Nife
9 A.M.fo 9 P.M.

BY

STRATFORD
AND KROEHLER
DRASTICALLY
REDUCED

MAIN AT JEFFERSON, DOWNTOWN
Fro* Ono Hour Parking at Any Parkrito Geroge

525-1381

SAVE
20°/0-40°/0

_
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Toys Given To

HOGUE & KNOTT

Children By
The Auxiliary
The Women's Auxiliary to the
7. National Alliance of Postal and
;Federal Employees gave toys
:to boys and girls at Crippled
Children's hospital and the
Goodwill Homes for Children on
Christmas day.
The members met at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Wil- liams to exchange gifts among
: themselves on Wednesday, Dec.
19, and to discuss plans for 1966.
- New officers were elected and
: installed during a regular meet- big last Sunday at the Sarah H.
- Brown branch of the YWCA.

PLAY

WIN PLACE SHOW

New members are invited to
• join the auxiliary, but must be
the wives or employees of the
Post Office or some department
of the Federal Government.
Among those persons present
at the final meeting of the year
were Mesdames Beatrice Bowen, Marion Brazen, Margaret
Brooks. Marlene Davis, Elnora
Farwell, Pauline Snyder and
Velva Williams. Mrs. Williams
and Mrs. Bowens were co-hostess.
A special guest was Mrs. Ma-I
ble White.

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

OSIRUS GIVES DONVIION — The Osirus Society is shown
here presenting its annual charity donation to Mrs. John E.
Tate, a representative of the Sickle-Cell Anemia Foundation. Presenting the check at the annual formal dance given
at the Flamingo Room is Mrs. Doris Patterson, vice president. Looking on from left to right are Mrs. Julia B. Walk-

41:
/4
Pick up your
FREE IBM Card at any
HOGUE & KNOTT Store
Starting Today.

er, Mrs. Wianona McCall*, Mrs. Verna Carlock, Mrs. Flora
Simmois, Mrs. at" Mrs. Patterson, Mrs. Carrie Bain, Mrs.
Joyce N. Green, and Mrs. Alma Foster. Not shown in the
picture is Mrs. Lois C. Dodson who is the president of the
president of the Osirus Society. (Henry Ford Photo)

Clyde J. Kincaide Buried At Nashville

Sewing Club
To Plan For
Installation

NASHVILLE — Services for Home in charge.
fore joining the Tennessee State! American Association of Health
TSU GRADUATE
Clyde Jone Kincaide, for 18
facutly.
and Physical Education, was
Born in Norton. Va.. a son of
Nationally known in athletic treasurer of the
years a member of the TennesTennessee
see A & I State University Richard and Rettia Kincaide, circles, for a number of years State National Alumni Associfaculty. were held December 29, he was graduated from Labora- he promoted Negro American ation, treasurer and member
1965. at St. Andrews Pres- tory High School of Knoxville
of the board of directors of the Members of the Stitch and
College, and earned both the
byterian Church.
W. J. Hale Memorial Scholar- Chat Sewing club met in the
spacious home of Mrs. Victoria
Mr. Kincaide, who died Sat- bachelor's and master's degrees
ship Foundation, Inc.
Neptune last Wedurday, December 25, in Vander- at Tennessee State.
Mr Kincaide was a deacon in Becton on
night with the president,
Mr. Kincaide was .narried in
nesday
bilt Hospital, was athletic busiSt. Andrews Presbyterian
Mrs. Lula Joe Gibson, presiding.
ness manager and health and 1'942 to the former Miss Helen
Church, was a 33rd degree MaThe topic discussed was the
physical
education
faculty Crawley of Nashville, who is
,Inn. and a member of Kappa
annual Christmas party
club's
associate
director
of
housing
at
member at Tennessee State. He
Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc.
which was held during the holihad been in ill healtb since Tennessee State.
Survivors, in addition to his days at the home of Mrs. Ruth
February.
Beginning his professional
widow, include a son, Clyde Burke.
The Rev. W. A. Alexander, career as a teacher in the NelJones Kincaide, II; a daughter, Secret pals were revealed and
pastor of St. Andrews, officiated son Merry High School, JefferMiss Loretta Sue Kincaide; a new names were pulled for 1966.
at-the services, assisted by the, son City, he later became a
brother, William Kincaide, De- Before the meeting was adhey. Kelly Miller Smith of First program director in Knoxville
troit; father-in-law, R. E. Craw- journed, birthday gifts and a
Baptist Church. Burial was ini with the Tennessee Valley
ley: stepmother, Mrs. Nora Kin- purse were presented to Mrs.
Greenwood Cemetery with Wil-I Authority, and worked with the
aide, Gary, W. Va.; sisters-in- Corine Cochran. The surprise
liam Gunter and Sons Funeral' United Service Organization belaw, Mrs. Marie C. Bright, Mrs. box was won by Mrs. Lessie
rieatrice C. DuBose, and Mrs.;Allen.
Katherine C. Adams. all of I Mrs. Edna Gillard will be the
hostess for the next meeting
Inkster, Mich.
IT!
GOT
HAS
HOEHN

CLYDE J. KINCAIDE

'While you wait' service
for tourists, salesmen!
sir
sow To

/67 Union
527-4471
2989 Summer
323-5544

Local Zeta Chapter
Installs Officers

League Baseball games in Sulphur Dell.
tIELP FOUND ASSOCIATION
Active in sports throughout Alpha Eta Zeta chapter of Annie Frazie r, anti-gramhis life, Mr. Kincaide was one Zeta Phi Beta sorority, Inc„'mateus; Mrs. Carieee Bodye,
of the founders of the Tennes- has elected officers at a recent
epistoleus; Mrs. Margaret L.
see Secondary Athletic Associ- meeting and announced events
Cox, tamais; Mrs. Frances H.
ation for Negro Schools, was for the winter.
past president of the Mid- Officers were installed during Taylor, tamais grammateus;
western Athletic Association, a meeting last Saturday at the and Mrs. Ethel Isabel, phylacsecretary-treasurer of the Na- Four-Way Grill by the retiring ter.
tional High School Athletic As- basileus, Mrs. Annie M. Nay- A report on the recent Executive Board's meeting of the
sociation and treasurer of the lor.
National Athletic Steering Com- The group includes Mrs. Earl- sorority during the recent holidays at the National Headmittee.
ine Somerville, basileus; Miss quarters were given by Mrs.
He also held membership in Yvonne Hawkins, first anti-basithe National Tennis Association, leus: Mrs. Mae Dee Houston, Bernice A. E. Calloway.
the College Athletic Business second anti-basileus; Mrs. Lil- PROGRAM THEME
Managers
Association, t h e lian Stokes, grarnmateus; Mrs. The theme for the chapter's
winter program is "The Challenge: Mobilizing Task Forces
for Action in Community Development Programs.
A Founder's Day Fashionetta
will be given on Friday, Jan.
14, at the Lelia Walker Club
house with Mrs. Marguerite
Cox as chairman.
On the week preceding Finer Womanhood Week with Mrs.
Loretta H. Kateo, chairman,
members will he heard during
a radio interview.
Programs during the observance of Finer Womanhood
Week, Feb. 2-27, will include a
public program at First Baptist Lauderdale on Sunday, Feb.
20, at 5 p.m., with Dr. Arlyne
Cheers, professor of education
at Grarnbling college in Louisiana as guest speaker. Mrs.
Annie M. Naylor will be in
charge. A reception will follow
with Mrs. Larcenia Cain as
chairman.
A Re-Pledge Service will be
held on Tuesday night, Feb. 22,
at the Lelia Walker Club house
at 7:30 p.m. Mrs. De Witress
Robinson will be the chairman.
A Parents Conference will be
held on Friday, Feb. 25, starting at 8 p.m. at the Sarah H.
Brown branch of the YMCA
with Miss Barbara Neal as the
chairman.
MEN'S

GO! GO! — Well Dressed, GO! GO! — With Confidence, GO! GO! — To LANSKY BROTHERS
SHOP For Your Entire Wardrobe. After Christmas CI eorance.Speci al. 20% Discount. SUITS, from the
Glowing Iridescence of the Italian-Born Silk and Wool Fabrics to the lithe comfortable Sharkskin and
Mohair. TIES, finest in neckwear, the most luxurious quality, tas,tefully and imaginatively decorated.
SLACKS and SPOK I COATS, for Men on the Move with that impeccable styling. A variety of colors,
materials ored styles to choose from. SHIRTS and SWEATERS that make you look and feel like a
million witf. unsurpassed elegance. We have the latest in Formal Wear Rentals, Continental Styles,
with Vest in After Six. Our Volume Makes For Value. Beverly, Gabe and Tommy, say, "Come By and
Let Us Assist You in Your Selection.

BROTHERS

1 26 on F °mous Beals St.

MEN'S SHOP

Ph. 525-5401

Charge

Account

Lanetts Elect
1966 Officers
Officers of the Lanetts Social
Club were elected recently for
the new year.
They are: Mrs. Christine Walker, president; Mrs. Earnestine
Ship, vice president; Mrs. Edna
Davis. secretary; Mrs. Ida Mae
Gilliam, assistant secretary:
Mrs Gladyce Ruff, treasurer;
Mrs Marie Stevenson, business I
manager; Mrs. Erma Carlock, 3
assistant business
manager;
Mrs. Louise Jones, sergeant-atarms, and Mrs. Dorothy Lindsey, chaplain.

A New Game Every Week.
Pick Up WIN,- PLACE, SHOW
Rules At Any
OGUE & KNOTT Store.

$12,000

IN CASH
PRIZES
MANY $100.00 WIN PRIZES
MANY $25.00 PLACE PRIZES
$2.00 SHOW PRIZES
MANY

GRAND
PRIZE
FREE ALL EXPENSES PAID
7 DAY TRIP (for 2) TO

HAWAII
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
3511 Park ct Highland
•.1%.
• No Coupons
• No Stamps!
• No Forced
Purchases.

973 So. Third
at Walker
1378 Hollywood at
Chelsea
4321 Summer Ave.
3362 Summer at
Notional
1578 Lamar Ave.

HOGUE & KNOTT
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Pue

-4101!holidays for a visit with heti
mother, Mrs. Mary H. Payne,
, and her brother, Sam Payne,
and other relatives.
Miss Patricia Payne of Los
Angeles is visiting her mother
and father, Mr. and Mrs. Sami
Payne and her grandmothers,
By Lnited Press Internationd county board of registrars
in- 111111111111M.146$6011111.160111111411406564r: Mrs. Parlee Johnson and Mrs. The home of Rev. Mrs. A. bell, and a student attenting
The Memphis Chapter Of thelLarry Moore, Austin Motley, Carl T. Rowan,
Mary H. Payne.
a Negro who creased its work days from
Bishop College at Houston,
and
Smith
Toni
Swanson,
iLinda
Inc.,
America,
Mrs. Annie L. Warren spent
Jack and Jill of
served
as
ambassador
to
FinMiss Lyna Bryant of St. Louis, j
three
to
five
and
added
shoCwanipelasceavo
ef Texas, delighted the group with
five
n .ueC
, abmecpabemlle 2
a598
holidays in
the
of
part
first
who are better known as theiSidney Boyd.
the
land and later as director of new employe as a result of pro"Guys and Dolls" were excel. i Marsha Chandler, Lawrence the U.S.
her son and M0.• spent a few days during color, festivity, and warm hos- his youthful humor. Rev. CampInformation Agency, tests and said last week that Chicago, Ill., with
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